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The Department of Music: 
The flJirector of Music is pleased to a.n== 
· nounce that Miss Genevieve Westerm.ann has 
been engaged to take charge of classes in r:Piano::: 
~ forte, Harmony and 'Theory. Miss Wester= . 
mann is a graduate of the .New England Con= 
servatory, and comes recommended by such well 
known artists in the profession as Otto fJ3en= 
dix) Steph.en Eniery) Geo. Chadwick and Louis . 
"\ 
Elson. 
Students in this flJepartm.ent ntay be 4s.., 
sured of receiving the very best of inst1'uction. 
• < 
Miss Carrie Scott 'ie1ill teach the Violin. 
Miss Scott is a pupil of Jacobson_ the eniinent 
artist. 
Marie Lewis Chambers, flJirector of Music 
and 'Teacher of the Voice. 
1892. 
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MATN vULLt:.\.lC. DUTLUTN\.l 
AND COLLEGE BATTALION. 
I• 
.. 
IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
OF 
AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 
CATALOGUE 1892. 
"SCIENCE WITH PRACTICE." 
1892. 
Bv THK CoLLRGH, 
Al\IKS. 
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(aJendar fer 18~~. 
First Term begins •••..•.• ~ ...• Tuesday, Ft!bruary 21. 
Entrance Examinations • J Tuesday, February 21. 
· · l Wednesday, February 22. 
Recitations begin • . . . . . • • . . . • . .. Thursday, February 23. 
Decoration 1.>ay . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . Tuesday, May 30. 
Term Examinations • . . • . • . . • . • • . June 12 to 21. 
Junior Exhibition • • • • . . . . . . . ...• Wednesday, June 21. 
Second Term begins . . . . . . . . . . . . . Tuesday, July 18. 
Entrallce E .... ·an11'nat1'011s· • .f Tuesday~ July 18. ... · • · · · • • · · l Wednesday, July 19. 
Recitations begin • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • Thursday, July 20. 
Term Examination • . . . . . . . . . . . October 31 to November S. 
Baccalaureate Sermon ............. Sunday, November 5. 
Address before Trustees . • . . . • . . . . . . Tuesday, November 7. 
Commencement Exercises ..•........ Wednesday, November 8. 
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Qaard af lpl'ustees. 
First Di.strict-Hon. HAMILTON SlflTH, Fairfield ..... . 
Second District-Hon. C. M. DUNDAR, Maquoketa ... . 
Third District-Hon. j. S. joNES, Manchester ..... . 
Fourtk District-Hon. A. ScHEMERHORN, Charles City . 
Fifth District-Hon. CATO SELLS, Vinton ..... 
Sixth District-Hon. W. 0. McELROV, Newton . . . 
Seventlz District-Hon. C. F. SAYLOR, Des Moines . 
Eighth District-Hon. A. B. SHAW, Coming ... . 
Ninth District-Hon. J. H. Wooo, Atlantic .... . 
Tent/i. District-Hon. EUGENE SECOR, Forest City . 
Eleventh District-Hon. C. D. BoARD~IAN, Odebolt . 
©fficers ef tqe '-?>eard. 
Term 
Expitts.. 
• • 1898 
• • 1889 
. . 1896 
. .. !898 
. . 18g4 
. 1896 
. . 1894 
. 1898 
. . 1896 
. . 1894 
• 1894 
Hon. J. H. Woon, Atlantic . . . . .......... Cltairman. 
E.W. STANTON, Ames .................... Secretary. 
HERMAN KNAPP, Ames .. . . . . . Treasurer. 
J. R. LINCOLN, Ames ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . Steward. 
Meetin~s. 
The annual meeting of the Board of Trustees is held on the second 
Wednesday of November; also a second meeting in May, and others if 
occasion requires. 
' Oirecflan. 
An correspondence concerning College matters may be addressed : 
W. M. BEARDSHEAR, Preside11t, 
Ames, Iowa. 
©fficers 0f 1 nstructien. 
\V. M. BEARDSHEAR, A. M., LL. D., PRESIDENT., 
Professor of Psychology and Ethics. 
M. STALKER, M. Sc., V. S., 
Professor of \'eteriuary Science. 
J. L. BUDD, M. H., 
Professor of Horticulture 
E. W. STANTON, M. Sc .. 
Professor of Mathematics and Economic Science. 
D. S, FAIRCHILD, M. D., 
Professor of Pathology, Histology, Therapeutics and Comparative Anatomy. 
GEN. JAMES RUSH LINCOLN, 
Professor of Military 8cience aud Mining Engineering. 
ALFRED A. BENNETT, M. Sc., 
Profe&:;or of Chemistry. 
HERBERT OSBORN, M. Sc., 
Professor of Zoology nnd Entomolog). 
A. C. BARRO\\rs, A. M., D. D., 
Profes.'ior of Engli.<;h Literature and Histor). 
L. H. PAMMEL, M. Sc., B. AGR., 
Professor of Botany. 
MRS. ELIZA OWENS. 
Professor of Domestic Economy. 
JAMES \\TILSON, 
Profel'..o;or of Agriculture and Director of Experiment Station. 
G. E. PATRICK, M. Sc., 
Professor of Agricultural Chemistry 
MISS STEPHANIE MARX, B. L., 
Preceptress aud Professor of French and Gennan 
MISS MARGARET DOOLITTLE, A. B., 
Professor in English, Latin and Rhetoric. 
MISS FANNY F. THOMAS, A. M., 
I.,ibmrinn and Professor in Elocution. 
W. S. FRANKLIN, M. Sc.,• 
Professor of Electrical Engineering. 
G. '\V. BISSELL, M. E., 
Profes.<>or of Mechanical Engineering. 
A. MARSTON, C. E., 
Profes.«<>r of Ch'iJ Engineering. 
D. A. KENT, B. Sc., 
Assistant Professor of Agriculture. 
C. F. CURTISS, B. S. A., 
Station Assistant. 
W. B. NILES, D. V. M., 
Assistant Professor of Veterinary Science. 
W. H. MEEKER, M. E., 
A.sslstan t)Professor of Mechanical Bugiuecring. 
S. W. BEYER, B. Sc., 
Assistant lu Geology and Zoology. 
F. W. HARRISJ-
1ustructor in Machine Shop. 
JOSEPH CHAMBERLAIN, B. Sc., 
Assistant lu Chemistry. 
LEO THURLIMAN, B. Sc., 
Assistant in Chemistry. 
MISS MINNIE ROBERTS, B. L., 
Assistant in Mathematics. 
MISS M. A. NICHOLS, B. L., 
Assistant in 'Botany. 
W. A. McCLANAHAN, D. V. M., 
House Surgeon. 
B. N. MOSS, B. C. E., 
Assistant in Civil ltnginecring. 
F. A. LEIGHTON, 
Instructor in Dairying. 
G. W. McKAY, 
I'l1struc:tor in Cheese Making. 
H. NORDSTRUM, 
Instructor in' carpentry. 
W.W. CLARK, 
Instructor in Blacksmithing. 
MISS MARIE CHAMBERS, 
Director of Music and Vocalist. 
GEORGE L. BACKUS, 
Instructor of Piano and Organ. 
MISS CARRIE SCOTT, 
Instructor of Violin and Theory. 
A. B. MORSE, D. V. S., M. D., DES MotNES, 
Non-Resident Lecturer. 
Experimer\t ~tatien ~taff. 
\\'M. M. BEARDsHEAR, A. M., LL. D., President. 
JAMES WILSON, Director and Professor of Agriculture. 
C. F. CURTISS, B. S. A., Assistant Director. 
G. E. PATRICK, M.Sc., Chemist. 
L. H. PAMMEL, M. Sc., Botanist. 
HERBERT OSBORN, M. Sc., Entomologist. 
J. L. Buoo, M. H., Horticulturist. 
M. STALKER, M.Sc., V. S., Veterinarian. 
D. A. KENT, B. Sc., Assistant Professor Agriculture. 
W. B. NILES, D. \'. M., Assistant Veterinarian. 
· N. E. HANSEN, B. Sc., Assistant Professor of Horticulture. 
E. N. EATON, B.Sc., Assistant Chemist. 
F. C. STEWART, Assistant Botanist. 
HARRY A. GossARD, B. Sc., Assistant Entomologist. 
ftisterical. 
In I 858 the Legislature of Iowa passed an act to establish " A State 
Agricultural College and Model Farm,,, to be connected with the entire 
agricultural interests of the State ; appointed a board of commissioners to· 
buy a farm and erect a college building, and elected a board. of trustees to. 
select a faculty and organize a college. In 1859 a farm of six hundred and. 
forty acres, situated near Ames, was purchased for the use of the college .. 
This college and farm were entirely an agricultural institution. 
In 1862 a bill was passed by Congress, entitled, "An act donating pub-
lic lands to the several States and Territories, which may provide colleges. 
for the benefit of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts.'' 
Section 1 of this act provides that for the support of such colleges there 
be granted " an .amount of public land, to be apportioned to each State in. 
quantity equal to thirty thousand acres for each Senator and Representative 
in Congress to which the States are respectively entitled by the apportion· 
ment under the census of 186o; provided that no mineral lands shall be 
selected or purchased under the provisions of this act.'' 
Section 4 requires : '' That all moneys derived from the sale of the 
lands aforesaid by the States to which lands are apportioned, and from the 
sale of land script, hereinbefore provided for, shall constitute a perpetuall 
fund, the capital of which shall remain forever undiminished (except as 
may be provided for in section fifth of this act), and the interest of which 
shall inviolably be apportioned by each State which may take and claim 
the benefit of this act, to the endowment, support and maintenance of at 
least one college, where the leading object shall be, without excluding other 
scientific and classical studies, and including military tactics, to teach such 
branches of learning as are r~lated to agriculture and the mechanic arts, io 
such manner as the Legislatures of the States may provide, in order to pro-
mote the liberal and practical education of the industrial classes in the sev-
eral pursuits and professions of life.'' 
Section 5 says : '' And be it further enacted, that the grant of land and 
land script hereby authorized, shall be made on the following conditions, to. 
which, as well as to the provisions hereinbefore contained, the previous 
assent of the seve~l States shall .be signified by legislative acts; First, ifi 
any portion of the fund, invested as provided by the foregoing section, or 
any portion of the interest thereon, shall, by any action or contingency, be-
diminished or lost, it shall be replaced by the State to which it belongs, so 
that the capital of the fund shall remain forever undiminish~d ; and the-
annual interest shall be regularly applied without dimunition to the purposes. 
mentioned in the fourth section of this act, except that a sum not exceeding, 
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ten per centum upon the amount received by any State under the provisions 
-of this act, may be expended for the purchase of land for sites or experi-
mental farms. wherever authorized by the respective Legislatures of said 
States. Second, no portion of said fund nor the interest thereon shall be 
' ..applied, directly or indirectly, under any pretense whatever, to the pur-
-chase, erection, preservation or repair of any building or buildings.'' 
The Gen~ral Assembly of Iowa, September 11, 1862, accepted the 
-grant upon the conditions ·and under the restrictions contained in the act pf 
-Congress, and by so doing entered into a contract with the General Govern-
ment to erect and keep in repair all buildings necessary for the use of the 
-College. By this action of the General Assembly the College was changed 
from a purely agricultural institution into a College of Agriculture and 
Mechanic Arts, with the broad and liberal course of study outlined in the 
:following paragraph. 
In 1882 the General Assembly passed an act defining the course of 
-study to be pursued as follows: Section 1. That section 1621 of the Code 
is hereby repealed and the following is enacted in lieu thereof: Section 
2621. That there shall be adopted and taught in the State Agricultural 
-College a broad, liberal and practical course of study, in which the leading 
branches of learning shall relate to agriculture and the mechanic arts, and 
which shall also embrace such other branches of learning as will most 
-practically and liberally educate the agricultural and industrial classes in the 
-several pursuits and professions of life, including military tactics. Section 
2. That all acts and parts of acts inconsistent with this act are hereby 
ll"epealed. 
August 30th the following act was approved by President Harrison : 
"'Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States in Congress assembled, that there shall be and hereby is, annually 
.appropriated, otU of any moneys in the treasury not otherwise appropriated, 
arising from the ~Jes of public lands, to be paid as hereinafter provided, to 
-each ·State and Territory for the more complete endowment and mainte-
nance of colleges for the benefit of agriculture and the mechanic arts now 
established, or which may be hereafter established, in accordance with an 
.act of Congress approved July second, eighteen hundred and sixty-two, the 
-sum of fifteen thousand dollars for the year ending June thirtieth, eighteen 
hundred and ninety, and an annual mcrease of the amount of such appro-
priation thereafter for ten years by an additional sum of one thousand dol-
lars over the preceding year, and the annual amount to be paid thereafter 
10 each State and Territory shall be twenty-five thousand dollars to be 
' 
.applied only to instruction in agriculture, the mechanic arts, the English 
language and the various branches of mathematical, physical, natural and 
economic science, with special reference to their applications in the indus-
tries of life, and to facilities for such instruction." 
AGRICUL,TURE AND MECHANIC ARTS. II 
The income of the College from National grants is therefore now more 
than $75,000 per annum, expended in instruction, experimentation and 
illustration in agriculture and the mechanic arts. and underlying and 
related science and literature. 
All buildings are erected and all repairs thereon are made by the State 
-0f Iowa, the cost down to date being about $355,000. 
The College was formally opened on the 17th of March, 1869. 
v 
lsacatial'\. 
The College occupies a delightful and healthful location, on high, roll-
ing land, a mile a~d a half w~st of the town of Ames, which is at the 
junction or crossing of two lines of the Chicago & Northwestern Railway, 
in the center county ( Story ) of the State, and thirty-seven miles north of 
th~ city of Des Moines. The railroad facilities for reaching Ames ~om 
every part of the State are excellent A steam motor railway makes fre-
quent connection with Ames and the College, daily. 
9uildin~s, @raunds al'\d E~ui~ments:\:,. 
" 
Thirteen commodious buildings have been erected by the State at a total 
cost of about $400,000, for the exclusive use of the various departments of 
the College. besides the dwelling houses and the buildings for farm stock, 
machinery and work. 
The main College Building (see engraving, first page) is five stories 
'high, including the basement, and is 158 feet long by 1 r2 feet through the 
wings. 
This building is used for dormitory and boarding purposes, with reci-
tation, society and reception rooms. About 250 students and teachers can 
be accomodated in this building ; ladies and teachers on the two lower 
floors, gentlemen on the two upper floors. 
All the rooms are heated by steam and lighted by electricity. Pure 
spring water is supplied in all the stories of the building. 
There are also two Boarding Cottages, brick buildings, affording rooms 
for ninety-four students ; with dining room, kitchen and store rooms. The 
.cottages are supplied with pure spring water, and lighted by electricity. 
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The other buildings are as follows, used for recitation and lecture rooms 
and laboratories : 
Chemical and Pliysical Hall: Brick, three stories throughout ; steam 
heat, water and gas. Laboratory outfits complete for 100 students in Chem-
istry ; also nearly as many in Physics, as soon as the addition now ordered 
is completed. 
Agrictlltural and Botanical Hall: Brick, two stories, with outfits in-
cluding about fifty compound microscopes, for individual laboratory work 
in Agriculture, Botany and Bacteriology. 
Horticultural Hall: Frame, two stories, with propagating houses and 
grafting cellars, lecture room, museum and store rooms. 
Veterinary Hospital: Brick, three stories, containing offices, dissect-
ing rooms, and all modern appliances for the treatment of diseased ani-
mals. 
Sa11ilary Hall: Frame, two stories, lower floor, class room and museum 
of Veterinary Department; upper floor, seven rooms for care of any sick 
among the students.~ 
Engineering Hall: Brick, four stories, including basement, and a 
large "L.,, containing machine shops, recitation rooms, draughting 
rooms, and outfit complete for the departments of Civil and Mechanicat 
Engineering. 
The Wood Shops: Frame ; containing carpenter and pattern shops, with 
power and hand tools complete for wood work, and outfits ·of tools for in-
dividual work. 
Power Ho11Se: Brick, one story, contains engine and boiler furnishing 
power for the shops, and accommodates the experimental work of the 
course in Mechanical Engineering. The dynamos and motor power for 
electrical engineering are now in this building. 
Domestic Eco1wmy Hall and Soutli Hall: Brick, two stori~s, fitted up 
with apparatus and appliances for instruction in this branch of applied 
science. 
Tlze Office: Brick ; for the use of trustees and faculty, and for offices 
of the president, secretary and treasurer. 
Tlze Experimental Station Building was erected in 1888, and equipped 
at a cost of about nine thousand dollars, including library, apparatus and 
material. It contains offices and laboratories for the Directors and Agricul-
tural Chemist. 
Dwelling Houses: Ten comfortable dwelling houses on the grounds 
are occupied by professors' families, and several others by foremen and 
employes. 
Olker Buildings: Creamery, stables, barnes, sheep and swine houses,. 
seed house, etc., sufficient for the requirements of the farm, are conveni-
ently gronped just east of the College campus. 
' 
AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS. 
Morrill Hall is named in honor of the venerable U. S. Senator 
Justin S. Morrill, the originator of the "Land Grant,, or ''Agricultural" 
Colleges. The building cost about $35,000, including water supply, steam 
heat and electric light. It is of deep red brick, with stone foundation, and 
stone, brick and terra cotta trimmings interblended. 
It stands .on the high ground of the beautiful campus, north of and near 
the Main Building. It is for Chapel, c;:apacity, 650; Library, capacity, 
50,000 volumes, and Museum, Lecture Rooms and Laboratories of the 
Department of Natural History ·and Geology. 
The College Domain includes about 900 acres. Of this about I 20 acres 
are set apart for College Grounds. These occupy the high land of the 
southwest part of the farm, and include the campus, shrubbery, plantations, 
young forestry plantations, the flower borders and gardens, with the begin-
nings of a botanical garden, and the surroundings of the professors' 
dwellings. Gravel drives, cement and gravel walks lead to all parts of the 
grounds and to the various buildings, and the true principles of landscape 
gardening have been so faithfully observed in the grading and in the loca-
tion of buildings and drives, as to make of the entire campus a large and 
beautiful park. The view of the surrounding country from the upper 
stories and towers of the Main Building is one of wide extent and great 
beauty. 
Directiens te Eandidates a11d ~tudents. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION. 
Students seeking admission to the College must be sixteen years of 
age.· • 
Candidates for membership in the Freshman class must bring testimo-
nials of good moral character and give evidence of a thorough knowledge 
of Orthography, English Grammar, Arithmetic, United States History, 
Human Physiology and (except in veterinary and agricultural course) 
Algebra through simple equations. 
Entrance examinations will be held at the College on the first and sec-
ond days of each term. The first-class teacher's certificate of any county 
superintendent will be received in lieu of examination for Freshman stand· 
ing, in the studies covered thereby. 
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THE PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT. 
For Student• from Country Homes. Nearly two-thirds of our mo~t 
earnest students come from the country district schools. In these schools 
Algebra is not usually taught at all (unless as an extra, by good will of the 
teacher or special vote of the directors), and Physiology not usual1y with 
sufficient thoroughness to meet our requirements for admission to Fresh-
man standing. Ther~ seems to be a gap between these schools and this 
college. 
The trustees and faculty have therefore decided to open a preparatory 
department the last half of each college year. From July 15th to Novem-
ber 15th each year instruction will be given in Algebra, Human Physiologyt 
l lnited States History, English Grammar and Military Tactics. 
Requirements. For admission to this department the candidate must 
be 15 years of age and must give proof of a thorough knowledge of the 
branches taught in our common schools, especially complete Arithmetic 
and English Grammar. 
This term of instructions will fit students who have faithfully learned 
what is taught in our common schools, and who are faithful in the work 
here to take a high rank in the Freshman class the next spring term. Latin. 
is an elective study in college, and is not required for admission to Fresh· 
man standing. 
Certificates from the following schools will also be accepted for admis-
sion to Freshman standing, provided : (I) that they be based on examina-
tions conducted within one year of presentation, and mark not less than 85 
on a scale of 100; (2) that they be signed by the Principal or Superintend-
ent, and certify to the required amount and grade of work in each study ; 
(3) that they be made out on blanks furnished on application to the Presi-
dent of the College. The right is, however, reserved of examining any 
candidate in any study if occasion seems to require. 
Other schools of equal grade will be added to this list on application,. 
with statement of course of study. The entire list will be revised each 
year. 
I.IST OF HIGH SCHOOLS. • 
Adel, Albia, Algona, Ames, Anamosa, Atlantic, Belle Plaine, Belmond,. 
Boone, Brooklyn, Burlington, Carroll, Cedar Falls, Cedar Rapids, Chariton,. 
Charles City, Cherokee, Clarinda, Clinton, Columbus City, Corydon, 
Council Bluffs, Cresco, Creston, Davenport, Denison, Des Moines, DeWitt, 
Dunlap, Eldora, Emmetsburg, Estherville, Fairfield, Forest City, Fort 
Dodge, Greene, Guthrie Center, Hamburg, Hampton, Harlan. Ida Grove,. 
Independence, Iowa City, Iowa Falls, Jefferson, Keokuk, LaPorte, LeMars, 
L~on, Logan, Maquoketa, Manchester, Manmgo, Mapon, Marshalltown, 
Mason City, Monroe, Monticello, Montour, Missouri Valley, Mt. Pleasant,. 
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Muscatine, .Nashua, Nevada, Newton, Odebolt, < )nawa, Orange City, Os'hg"e, 
Osceola, Oskaloosa, Ottumwa, Red Oak, Rock Rapids, Sac City, Scranton, 
Sioux City, Storm Lake, Tama City. Tipton, Traer, Vinton, Washington, 
Waterloo, Webster City, West Union, Wilton, Winterset. 
LIST OF ACADEMIES AND OTHER SCHOOLS. 
Albion Seminary, Algona Academy, Burlington Collegiate Institute,_ 
Decorah Institute, Denmark Academy, Epworth Seminary, Howe's. 
Academy, Iowa City Academy, Northern Iowa Ac~demy1 Springdale 
Seminary and Washington Academy. 
HOW TO ENTER THE COLLEGE. 
Persons who desire to enter the College as new students should com-
ply with the following directions : 
i. Study carefully and comply with the " Requirements for Admis-
sion '' on the two pages immediately preceding this. Then write .to the-
president about three weeks before the beginning of the term, asking for a 
"Card of Inquiry." · 
2. On receiving the card write an answer opposite each question anct 
mail the card to the president. If the answers you give accord with the 
" Requirements of Admission," a card of introduction wilt be sent you, 
which simply ·entitles you to admission on passing the examinations, or 
giving the required proof of proficiency. 
3. Write to the Steward of Agricultural College, inclosing $3.00 to-
retain a room. and ask for its number, dimensions, etc., that you may bring 
proper carpet and furniture, or purchase here. Read_ carefully pages 
following this. 
4. When you arrive, at the opening of the term. present the card of 
introduction to tlte steward, in his office in the Main Building ; select your 
room, if you have not done so according to 3, pay the rent, make your 
deposit and, without loss of time, show your receipt therefor to the 
.president at his office, south of the Main Building. If you have 
not the proper certificate of proficiency in the studies required, you will 
there secure a card for examination. 
5. Attend punctually every examination at the time and place indi--
cated on that card. When all the examinations are completed, and your 
standings therein are markd on the card, return it to the president at his 
office. If you have passed the studies required with a standing of three or-
over ( four being perfect), you will then sign the Student's Record Book 
and Contract, and secure a card of classification, which certifies )tOUr 
admission to the College, and assigns you to your proper classes. 
6. Present the card of classification to each of the teachers having 
charge of the classes to which you are assigned, and attend thereafter every· 
recitation of the term. 
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THE CLASSIFICATION OF STUDENTS. 
A student who fails to secure the required pass-mark in any study must 
make up that study before it is taken by the next College class, or classify 
./Ja&k with that class in that study. If his mark is below 2.75 on a scale of 
4.00 he will not be- permitted to make up the work by himself, but must take 
.it over again witlz tlze 11ext clas.". 
N. B. To enable students to make up back studies, such examinations 
as may be necessary will be held during th~ first full calendar week of 
-each term. At the beginning of the year in February, no student can 
-classify for promotion with his class until he has passed a satisfactory 
examination on all studies but one "five hour study" of the preceding 
year, and that study must be passed by the end of the first week of tl1e 11e xt 
ierm. 
STUDENTS' .RXPENSES AND EQUIPMENT. 
No charge is made for tuition to Iowa students. To those who come 
from outside the State, $30100 tuition per year will be charged, unless re-
mitted to worthy students by speciaJ vote of the trustees, on recommenda-
tion of the faculty. 
For board, heating, lighting, cleaning and care of the college buildings, 
students pay less than the items actually cost the institution. Injury to col-
lege property, of whatever sort, is charged to the author, when known; 
·otherwise to the section, or the entire body of students, as may seem just 
in the given case. 
Students who board in any of the college buildings, furnish their own 
bedding, and all furniture for their rooms, excepting bedsteads, wash-
·stands, tables and wardrobes. 
Each student will provide himself with the following articles : 
I Chair. 
1 Looking-glass. 
1 Wash-basin and ewer. 
1 Slop-pail. 
6 Towels. 
4 Table napkins. 
6 Sheets-for single bed. 
3 Pillow-cases. 
Pillow and mattress, as may be desired. 
Bed("clothes (blankets or comfortabJes) as required. 
Students are earnestly advised to bring from home carpets, .. etc., to 
"11ake their rooms comfortable and cheerful. Male students in the two , 
lower classes, not physically disabled, are required by law to take the mili. 
1ary drill, and purchase uniforms thErefor. "Physical disability" must be 
_) -certified by our surgeon, Dr. Fairchild, on examination. 
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The current expenses of students during the year 18c}2, were about as 
follows: 
In the Main College Building-
Board, per week, . . . . . . . . . . . 
Lighting, heating and incidentals, per week, 
Room rent, per term . . . . . . 
"'Hospital fees, per term, . . • . . 
~- · · In the Boarding Hal.ls-- . 
. . . . • .. f,2. 25 
. . . . . . . .85 
• . $3.00 to $4.00 
.75 
Board, per week, . . . · . . . . . 2.00 
Fuel, lighting and incidentals, per week, . .;o 
Janitor's fee, per term, . . . p• • • • • • 3.00 " 
Room rent, per term, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2.oo to 3.00 
'~Hospital fees, per term, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .75 
For day students-
janitor's fees, per term of seventeen weeks, . . . . . . . . 5.00 
As security for the payment of all bills against him, each student, at 
the opening of the term, is required to make deposits with the treasurer, a6 
follows: 
On board account in Main Building (for those who board there), .. $20.00 
On board account in boarding halls (for those who board there) . 15.00 
On room and furniture account, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.00 
On general breakage and damage account, . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 .oo 
These deposits will be returned on final settlement at the close of the 
term. 
All bills for each month must, without fail, be settled at the treasurer's 
office on the second Saturday of the month following. 
The dining room will be opened on the evening preceding the respect-
ti ve days on which the spring and fall terms commence. No allowance 011 
hoard bills is made for absences. Students and others who bring guests to 
their tables are required to purchase meal tickets. All students are re-
quired to board and room in the Main Building, or in one of the Cottages, 
or dormitory except when permission to board elsewhere has been for 
good reasons granted by vote of the faculty, and approved by the president. 
Text books and stationery may be purchased at the College Book-store, 
at about twenty-five per cent below the average retail prices, that is, actual 
cost to the College. 
*NoTE.-A commodious and secluded hospital building is provided, and 
this hospital fee of seventy-five cents insures to each stu<lent free nursing 
and medical attendance in case of accident or sickness. This gives the 
means also of checking and controlling measles, mumps and other con 
tagious diseases, should they appear. The hospital has proved to be a 
great blessing to the students, and the insurance rs placed at actual cqst. 
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.MANUAL LABOR -SHOP, LABORATORY AND FIELD PRACTICE. 
The following regulations in regard to manual labor have been adopted 
by the board of trustees : 
1. The manual labor of students is divided into two kinds, viz.: Un-
instructive labor, which shall be paid for 1h money, and n~strucbve 
labor, which shall be compensated by the instruction given and the skill 
acquired. 
2. Uninstructive labor shall comprise all the operations in the work-
shop, the garden, upon the farm and elsewhere, in which the work done 
accrues to the benefit of the College and not to that of the student. Instruc-
uve labor shall embrace all those operations in the work-shop, museum, 
laboratories, experimental kitchen, upon the farm and in the garden, in 
which the sole purpose is the acquisition of knowledge and skill. 
3. Students shall engage in instructive labor in the presence and under 
the instruction of the professor in charge, according to the statement made 
in each of the courses of study. 
The compensated labor furnished by the Departments of Agriculture, of 
Veterinary Science and of Engineering, is given by each to its own 
students, and is eagerly sought. The ''details'' of compensated labor sup-
plied by the needs of the various departments are given to the most faith-
ful and meritorious students in each department. Uninstructive labor is 
paid for according to its value to the College, but no student should expect 
to pay the main part of his expenses by labor while here. The College 
cannot undertake to furnish the work, and even if it could, the student's 
time is chiefly needed for study. Still, many worthy and industrious 
students pay a considerable part of their expenses by labor, over $3,000.00 
being paid out by the College thus each year to students and post-graduate 
assistants. 
GOVERNMENT. 
The relations of our College buildings, and the nature of the exercises, 
complicated as they are by laboratory work, shop practice and labor, make 
order, punctuality and systematic effort indispensable. This institution. 
therefore, offers no inducements to the idle or self-indulgent. All who are 
too independent to submit to needful authority, or too reckless to accept 
wholesome restraint, are advised not to come here. The discipline of the 
College is confined mainly to sending away promptly those who prove on 
fair trial to be of the said class. 
The use of tobacco by students on the College premises is forbidden. 
The presence of ladies in the various rooms and halls renders this impera-
tive, to say nothing of other considerations. Those who are already so 
addicted to the use of tobacco that they cannot cheerfully submit to this 
regulati~are advised not to come. Of course the use of intoxicating bev-
erages and of profane and obscene language is also forbidden. ~ 
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PUBLIC 'VORSHIP. 
Officers and students gather daily in the chapel at 5:15 P. M. for public 
worship, except on Wednesday, when the time from 4:00 to 5:30 r. M. is 
needed for military driJl and dress parade, and on Saturday, when there 
are no. college exercises. On Sunday morning at 10:45 a discourse is given 
in the chapel by the President, one of the Professors, or a Clergyman 
invited for the occasion. The object of these services is to emphasize and 
enforce the p1indples of morality and of the Christian religion ; but in a 
State Institution it would be manifestly improper to teach or to controvert 
the tenets of sectarianism. 
The faculty require on Sunday such conduct and decorum in and 
about the College Buildings as befit the observance of the Sabbath. 
RELIGIOUS ASSOCIA'ttONS. 
The Young Men's and Young Women's Christian Associations of the 
College are voluntary organizations composed of students and membe~ of 
the faculty. Their membership is large. The Sunday-school, 'Bible 
class~1 and prayer meetings are under their direction, and are well att~~ded 
and profitable. This voluntary Christian influence in the Colleg~ is' stro'ng 
and healthful. • 1 
I ; 
LITERARY AND TECHNICAL SOCIETIES. 
Six excellent Literary Societies hold their meetings, eqch• Sfl.turday 
evening, and serve to supplement the literary work of th~ <;olleg~. , . On 
that ground they are recognized by the College, given. r.ooms an~ ~1) ,eµtire 
evening free from study or other exercises. All students are advised to 
join one of these societies. 
There is a Science Club, an Engineering S9ciety. a V.e.teril)ary .¥ciety, 
an Economic Association, and an Agricultural an4 Horti.cultµ~ A.ss~a. 
tion, in the exercises of which members of the !faculty ,and student:; in\er .. 
tsted take part. / 1 , : 
COURSES OF ST.UDY. I f , I 
Nine courses of study are offered as follows ~ 
1. The course in Agriculture· embraces four years and .leads to 1 the 
degree of Bachelor of Agriculture. f • . ~ 
2. For the short courses in f\griculture and· Dair.ying. c~rtificates · prop-
erly indicating the completion oft certain: std dies will. b~ .given~' . 1 , • 1 
3. The course in Veterinary· Science of three years leads to the degtee 
of Doctor of Veterinary Medicine. 
4. The course in. MeCbanical Engineering of four !years leads to: the de-
gree of Bachelor of Mechanical· Engineering. · ' , f, , 
5. The cou~ in·Oivil Engineering of.four years leatis to the degreei or 
Bachelor of Civil Engineering•· 
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6. The course in Electrical Engineering of four years leads to the degree 
of Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering. 
i· The course in Mining Engineering of four years leads to the degree 
of Bachelor of Science in Mining Engineering. 
8. The course in Sciences as related to the Industries of four years 
leads to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
9. The course for Ladies of four years leads to the degree of Bachelor 
of I letters. I ladies may take any other course desired . .. _ - .... ' -
~PECIAL LINES OF STUDY. 
Any person of mature age and good moral character, who desires to 
pur:me studies in any department of instruction of the College, and who is 
not a candidate for a degree, will, upon application to the president, be ad-
mitted on the following conditions : ! 1 ). He must meet the requirements 
for admission to the Freshman class, and pass such special examinations 
as the professor in charge of the department selected shall deem essential 
to a profitable pursuit of the work. ( 2 ). He shaJI confine his work strictly 
to the line of study chosen at the time of admission, and shall take enough 
class work, laboratory and other practice equivalent to work required 
of reliular d<'ssified students. (3,1. He shall submit to the same require-
ments in daily recitations and in examinations, with students in the ,regular 
..courses. -........_ ._. 
Students who have pursued thus a special line of study in the Institution, 
will, upon application to the faculty, be granted the College Certificate 
showing their standing in such studies. 
GRADUATI~G THESIS. 
The subjects of Theses shall be selected under the direction of the pro-
fessor in whose department they are written, and submitted to the Thesis 
Committee, with signed ~pproval of the Professor, on or before the first 
Monday in April. 
It is expected that each thesis shall represent an amount of work 
-equivalent to at least one exercise per week through the senior year ; that 
it sha1l show the result of the student"s personal study or investigation and 
·be throughout original in matter and treatment so far as the nature of the 
-subject will permit ; that it shall be prepared under the supervision of the 
professor in charge, the student making frequent reportc; of progress and 
having an outline of matter ready for approval by the first week of the la~t 
term. 
The thesis ready for examination and marking, with its specific· tit1e 
and the written approval of the professor in charge, shall be presented to 
the Thesis Committee at a date fixed by the Committee during the four 
weeks preceding the Commencement Day. 
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A type-written copy, prepared according to rules ht"ld by the librarian, 
must be deposited in the library before the student can Le recommend~d 
for graduation. 
lp}ie Eeurses in. eA~ricultute. 
I. THE FOUR YEAR COURSE IN AGRICULTURE. 







Live Stock-2. {See note A.) 
Military Drill-2. 
Shop \Vork-4 hours. 
SEC ON L> TER !\t. 
Algebra, Advanced-3. 









NoTE A. Lizie Stock. First term. Freshman year, includes the 
history. development, characteristics, standard points. utility, features of 
resemblance and difference, adaptability to climatic conditions, lessons 
on judging, care, selection and management of each of the leading breeds 
of horses and sheep. (Seventeen breeds of horses, thirteen of sheep.) 
NoTE B. Lfr.1e Stoel.·. Second term, Freshman year, includes the 
history, development, characteristics, standard points, utility, features of 
resemblance and difference, adaptabHity to climatic conditions, lessons 
on judging, care, selection and management of each of the leading breeds 
... ~ of cattl~· an.d hogs. (Eighteen breeds of cattle and fourteen of hogs.) 
R"'epresentitive animals of most of the above breeds are brought before the 
class for demonstration and judging 
SOPHOMORE YEAR. 
FIRST TERl\f. 














Practical Agriculture-2. See note D) 
Zoology-3. 
Laboratory Practi~e--1. 
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NOTE C. Pradical Al!ricult#re. First term, Sophomore year, includes 
climate, management of manures, cultivation, economic division of fam1 
work, planting, history of farm crops cultivable in Iowa, field observations. 
NOTE n. Practical Agric11lll11·e. Second term, Sophomore year, in-
dudes harvesting, grain storage, grading and marketing grain, ensilage, 
. rotation of crops, fences, farm buildings, farm accounts. English-4, 
required of those who have already had geometry. 
~tJUNIOR YEAR. 
f:IRST TER:\1-RHt.>l'IREl>. 
Trigonometry and Surveying-:; 
Botany, Bacteriology-I. 














Laboratory Practice- r. 
Dairying-2. 
Laboratory Practice- 1. 
One Oration. 
Horticulture-5. 
El.E<.:TI \' f. •• 
Lit~rature, English-5. 
(See 
Military Science and I>rill (op-
tional)- I. 






Non·: E. Slod• Crccdill.i:. First term, Junior year, includes breeding 
as an art, heredity, atavism, laws of correlation; variation and fecundicy, 
in and in breeding, cross breeding, influence of parents and previous breed-
ing, sex, pedigree, form, selection, period of gestation. 
NOTE F. Agricu/t11ral Chemistry. Second term, Junior year, includes 
elements and compounds, the atmosphere in its relation to plant life, rain, 
soil and drainage, waters in their relation to plant life, soils-their compo-
sition and chemical properties, production, absorption and fixation of plant 
food, soil-air, its functions ; soil analysis, mechanical and chemical ; sources 
of available nitrogen, the "nitrogen gatherers," nitrification, reduction of 
nitrates, losses of nitrogen, its conservation on the farm ; soil depletion by 
different crops, the chemistry of fertilizers, natural and artificial ; chemical 
changes effected in the soil by different fertilizing agents. 
Two lec;:tures per week. 
Laboratory practice, 3 hours per week. 
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*SENIOR YEAR. 
FIRST TERM-REQUIRED. SECOND TERM. 
Bacterio1ogy of Mi1k-2. 
Chemistry, Agricuhure-2. (See 





Farm Drainage-2. (See ~ote H.) 
Seeds and Grasses-2. 
ELECTIVE. 
Geology-5. 
History, Development ofC. S.-3. 
Psychology-5. 
Anatomy of Domestic Animals-5. 
Additional Dairying-4. 
Additional Chemistry.-4. 
(See note I.) 
Dairyipg-5. 





NoTE G. Agricttltural C/1emisfry1• First term, Senior year, includes 
proximate composition of plants, chemical changes during germination, 
growth and seed formation, migration of ash constituents and organic prin-
ciples within the plants, chemical study of particular crops, corn, wheat, oalc;, 
barley, rye, clover. potatoes, tobacco root crops, flax, their relation to plant 
food of the soil and to animal nutrition, sugar producing crops and their 
valuation by analysis, chemistry of the silo and ensilage, chemistry of the 
animal body, digestion, nutrition, metabolism, production of flesh, fat, milk, 
wool and energy for work, fodder analysis, digestibility of fodders, chem-
istry in the science of feeding animals, balancing and compounding ratjons, 
chemistry of milk, butter, cheese, with analysis of the same. 
Two lectures per week. 
Laboratory practice, 3 hours per week. 
NoTE H. Fann Drainage. First term, Senior year, includes practical 
effects of drainage ; land needing drainage ; preliminary and topographical 
survey, involving the different problems of drainage engineering; map 
drawing; calculating depths of drains and capacity of pipes; Jaying the 
drains and preserving them intact. 
NoTE I. Animal and Vegetable Nutrition. Second term, Senior year, 
includes soil formation; plant digestion and assimilation; chemical nature of 
animal food, process of digestion; process of nutrition; sanitation of feeds; 
hygiene of the farm. 
*In the Junior and Senior years the student is permitted to select from 
the list for each term a number of studies aggregatmg not less than sixteen 
nor more than twenty exercises each week, but no agricultural study can 
be omitted. 
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THE WINTER COURSE IN AGRICULTURE. 
This course is designed to meet the wants of that large class of progres-
sive farmers and farmers' sons who appreciate the needs of a better under-
standing of the principles involved in their daily work, but who cannot )eave 
the farm during the summer mdnths for the purpose of taking a course_ of 
study. It is not expected that it will take the place of the thorough and 
more extended training of the four-year course, but that it will furnish an 
intensely practical course which may be of great benefit to those for whom 
it is established. There are no requirements for admission. The course of 
study embraces the following branches : 
Agricultural Chemistry, 20 lectures. 
Dairying, 5 exercises each week. 
Field Practice, 20 lectures in 10 weeks. 
Stock Breeding, 20 lectures in Io weeks. 
Shop Work, 20 lectures in Io weeks. 
Horticulture, 20 lectures in Io weeks. 
\'eterinary Science, 20 lectures in 10 weeks. 
Breeds of Live Stock, 20 lectures in IO weeks. 
Lectures in Bacteriology relating to agriculture. 
THE TWO YEAR COL'RSE IN AGRICULTURE. 
This course is arranged for those who have not the time or means to de-
vote four years to college work, but who desire a somewhat extended course 
of agricultural instruction. It includes only such studies of the four year 
course as bear directly upon farming. Requirements for admission are the 
same as to the long course, with the exception of Algebra. 
FIRST YEAR. 
FIRST Tl-:RM. 
Live Stock and Field Lectures-4. 
Agricultural Physics-3 








Field Practice -1. 
I -,. -.)· 
J 









Business La w-2. 
SECOND TERM. 
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Eeurse in \;>eterinar2 ~cience. 
FRESHMAN YEAR. 
FIRST TERM. 
Anatomy of Domestic Animals-5. 
Dissections and Clinics, 4 after-
noons per week. 
English Language-5. 
Histology-?. . 
Laboratory P.r-ac-t-ice,,,,_, 1. 
Principles of Heredity-2. 
Military Drill-2. 
SECOND TERM. 
Anatomy of Domestic Animals-2. 
Elementary Botany-2. 





















Anatomy of D"mestic Animals-2. 
Chemistry-3. 
Laboratory Practice-3. 













Pathology, Comparative-3. (After 
5th week.) 
Therapeutics-2. 
Veterinary Medicine, Principles and 
Practice of.-4. 
Operative Surgery, Principles of-2. 




Anatomy of Domestic Animals-2. 






Examination for Soundness-I. 
Shoeing, Principles of -1. 
Thesis, finished 4 weeks before close 
of term."'-' 
Animal and Vegetable Nutrition-5. 
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Shop Work-8 hours. 
Military Drill-2. 
In the Freshman and Sophomore years, the theoretical studies include 
the ordinary English, history and mathematics through the first year, and, 
in the second, elementary mechanics and heat taught with special view to 
their use in engineering. With the chemistry the study of the metals is 
taken up, while descriptive geometry, graphical statics and the elements of 
kinematics receive special attention. In the last of the course, commercial 
law, poJitical economy, American literature, and German, if elected, are 
valued as affording breadth and general culture, the last as being also pre-






Mechanical Dra wing-2. 
Laboratory-2. 
Shop Work-8. 










Military Science and Drill (optional) 
-I. 
One Oration (required)-1. 
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The Junior work in the calculus is preparatory to later technical studies. 
The Juniors take up analytical mechanics during their spring term. Besides 
the purely theoretical side of it, many practical problems are solved, both 
by calculus and by graphical methods. A thorough understanding of the 
meaning of each symbol is insisted on, and, so far as possible, of the phys-
ical interpretation of the transformations involved in deriving equations. 
This subject is continued in the second term, and is made as pra<'ti~al as 
possible by using engineers' handbooks for ~he shorter methods of practice, 
as well as by applying the equations for strength to .calculations on beams. 








Shop Work -8. 
Military Science and Drill (op-
tional)-1. 
One Oration (required)-r. 







Mechanical Laboratory- r. 
Thermodynamics-2. 
Drill (elective)-1. 
The technical studies of the first Senior term are steam engine, machine 
design and hydraulics, in which the necessary theoretical work is followed 
by its practical applicatiob in obtaining power. Three hours are given to 
michine design, in which the study of the arrange men ts of parts and the 
design·and construction of typical machines are taken up. In the second 
term applied electricity accompanied with laboratory work, thermo-
dynamics and machine design continued constitute the special class-room 
work. A very considerable share of the time is devoted to preparation of 
a thesis. Each student 'is required to select his own subject early in the 
year and collect his materials or arrange for any experimental work in good 
season, and none will be accepted unless showing a ve'ry considerable 
amount of individual work.'' 
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Des Geometry { Reci~tions-4. 
· Drawmg-1. 
Drawing, Tinting and Shading-I. 
Physics, Mechanics-5. 








Structure of Woods-1. 
. { Recitations-2. 
Surveying Field Practice-I. 
Military Drill-2. 
JUNIOR YEAR. 
FIRST 'TERM. SECO?'tD TERM. 
Calculus-5. Mc!chanics-4. 
Mechanics-4. Economic Science-5. 
Chemistry-3. Physics, Electricity and Magnetism 
Laboratory Practice-2. -5. 
R R Surveying { R~citations-2. R R. Surveyin { R.ecitations.-2. 
· · Field Prac.-1. · g Field Pract1ce-2. 
Shades, Shadows {Recitations-I. One Oration-I. 
and Perspective Drawing-1. Engineering, Laboratory-1. 
Military Science and Drill (opt.)-1. Military Science and DrillJopt.)-1. 
SENIOR YEAR. 
FIRST TERM. 
Structures, Bridge and Roofa-4. 
Hydraulics-4. 
Botany, Decay and Preservation of 
Timber-r. 
Geology or Psychology-5. 
Physical Laboratory-I. 
Stereotomy and Theory of Arch-
itecture-2. 
Sanitary Engineering-2. 





Structures, Bridge and Roof-3. 
Designing-3. 




1\lilitary Science and Drill (opt. ~-1. 
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Military Drill-2. : 41(° • 
Rhetoric-3. 
Library Work-1. 








Trigonometry, Plane and Spherical 
--5. 








Shop \Vork-8 hours. 
JUNI< >R YEAR. 
FIRST TERM. SECOND Tl<:R~I. 
Chemistry-3. Electricity and Magnetism-5. 





:vlititary Science and Drill (opt. )-1. 
Mechanical Drawing--2. 
Military Science and Drill (opt.)- r. 
Mechanics-4. 
Mechanical Drawing-1. 









Military Science and Drill (opt. )--1. 
Steam Engine-2. 




Physical Laboratory- 2. 
Machine Design-3, 
Electrical Designing-2. 
Military Drill (opt. )-1. 
Thesis-3. 
Selected or Special Work-2-:. 
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CJ'l?e Eeurse in Minin~ En~ineerin~. 
FRESHMAN YEAR. 










































Military Drill (optional)- -J. 
SECOND TKRM. 
Electricity and Magnetism-5. 














Metallurgy and Assaying-1. 
Laboratory P.ract!c:e -2. 
Mining-2. 
Steam Engine-2. 
Military Drill (optional 1--1. 
Thec;is, begun. 
One Oration-- I. 
SECOND TRRM. 
Engineering Laboratory-4. 
Economic Geology and Petrography 
-3. 
Laboratory Practice-2. 
Materials of Construction- -
Metallurgy and Assaying-1. 
Laboratory Practice--2. 
Tunneling-3. 
Military Drill (optional)- 1. 
Thesis-2. 
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History or Latin or Gennan-5. 
(Latin or Gennan if chosen 
must continue through the 
year.) 
Military Drill-2. 














English or Latin or German-4. 
Military Drill-2, 
Physics, Mechanics and Heat-5. 
Aurveying, 8 weeks-5. 
Field Practice-I. 
















L ":lboratory Practice-I. 
Calculus-5. 






Military Science and Drill- I. 
Physics, Light and Sound-3. 
Zoology-3. 
Laboratory Practice-2. 
Physical Laboratory- -1. 
s1-:coND TERM. 









Military Science and Drill--1. 
Physics; Electricity and Magnet-
ic;m-5. 
Physiology-4. 
One Oration (requiredJ-I. 
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*SENIOR YEAR. 
FIRST TERM. 
Anatomy of Domestic Animals-5. 
Economic Science--5. 
Elocution--1. 
Geology and Mineralogy-5. 
History, Development of the United 
States-3. 
Military Science and Drill- 1. 
Psychology (including human brain 
s weeks)- -5. 
Seeds and Grasses- 2. 
Thesis (required)-1. 





History of Civilization--5. 
Medicine and Surgery, Veterinary--5. 
Military Science and Drill-1. 
Pathology, Vegetable-2. 
Science of Morals-3. 
Thesis (requited ,-I. 







German or Latin (to be continued 
through the Sophomore year 
as now chosen )-5. 
-
s1<:cuN D TERM. 
Botany, Elementary-2 . 
.Domestic Economy-1. 
l1aboratory Practice-I. 
Elocution-I. . _ 
Entomology-w~lou~~;. ~ --
German or Latin-5. '--~ -
Geometry-:;. 
Horticulture ( opttonal )-2. 
Rhetoric-3. 
Library \Vork-1. 
*In the junior year the student is permitted to select from the list for 
tach term a number of studies aggregating not less than sixteen nor more 
than twenty exercises each week. In the Senior year the student is per-
mitted to select from the list for each term of the Junior or Senior years a 
number of studies aggregating not less than sixteen nor more than twenty 
exercises per week. 
Students having omitted Analytical Geometry or Botany in second term 
of Sophomore year may talk such study in Junior or Senior year. 
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German or Latin-4. 
History-2. German or Latin-4- • 
History-2. One Essay. 
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One.Essay. 
Choice of any two of the .following 
Sciences: 
Choice of not less than eight exer-






Physics, Mechanics and Heat-5. 











Laboratory Practice- 1. 
Calculus-5. 







Physics, Light and Sound-3. 
Zoology-3. 
Laboratory Practice-3. 
Physical l..aboratory~2 .. 
SECOND TERM. 











Physics, Electricity and Magnetism-5. 
One Oration (required)-1. 
*SENIOR YEAR. 
FIRST TERM. SECOND TKRM. 
Dairying-3. Astronomy-5. 
Economic Science-5. Domestic Economy-1. 
Elocution-I. Laboratory Practice-r. 
Geology and Mineralogy-5. Economic Geology-3. 
French -4. Elocution -1. 
History, Development of the United History of Civihzation-5. 
States-3. Horticulture-3. 
Psychology (including human brain Science of Morals-3. 
three weeks)-5. Pathology, Vegetable-2. 
Thesis (required). Physiology-4. 
One Oration (required)-1. Thesis (required)-1. 
*In the Junior and Senior years the student is permitted to select lrom the 
list for each term a number of studies aggregating not less than sixteen nor 
more than twenty exercises each week. Any science offered but not taken 
in the Sophomore year may be taken in the corresponding tenn of the Junior 
year, and any science offered but not taken in the junior year may be taken 
m the corresponding term of the Senior year. 
a 
~emar~s en tQe Eeurses ef ~tud~. 
THE CO\TRSES IN AGRICUL 't'URE. 
The agricultural course is designed to teach the sciences that underlie 
p~ctical agriculture, and sufficient English literature, mathematics, history 
and other supplementary studies to sustain both scientific and practical 
agriculture and develop the agricultural student to the intellectual level of 
the educated in any profession. Special attention is given to the improved 
methods in all of the various operations of farming, of farm building, using 
tools and machinery, and management of all kinds of stock and crops. 
The instruction in this department embraces prindples and practice of agri-
culture. No agricultural studies can be omitted. 
The farm consists of rolling prairie, bottom and woodland, and is 
stocked with five breeds of horses, six breeds of cattle, seven breeds of 
sheep,. and the finest specimens of swine common to the northwest. These 
animals are used in class illustrations and for the various experiments in 
breeding and feeding for milk, meats, wool, growth, and sustentation, con-
ducted by the Experiment Station as a department of the College. All the 
crops of the farm are grown for some educational purpose, and reported 
upon in the Station Bulletins ; all the animals are fed by rule and system, and 
the results of their management reported upon, and used in class work~ 
Labor is not compulsory, but students in the agricultural· courses are given 
work that is educational and parallel with their studies. Many students pay 
for their board by work in the mornings and evenings. Under the direc-
tion of the professors in charge, students are required to conduct experi-
ments in all of the departments of the course. 
An elaborate butter and cheese dairy is being erected and fitted with 
all modem appliances. The dairy will be in operation all the year, and 
instruction in all of the operations and business features will be given by ex-
perts in dairying. 
The experiment station will giv~ attention to unsettled questions with 
regard to milk for all purposes, to the end that the dairymen of the state 
may have all possible help in solving problems in their line of business. 
"lt1>acteriological laboratory, in charge of Professors Stalker and Pam-
mel, will give students facilities for studying this sdence with regard to 
animal and plant life. Investigations in butter and cheese making demand 
this assistance. 
Graduates in the four years' course are entitled to the degree of Bache-
lor of Agriculture, and must meet college requirements in standing, in all 
studies pursued, and present a final thesis upon some topic in agricultule. 
}AMES \\TILSON, Professor. 
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HORTICULTURE A~D FORESTRY. 
, . Tb~e studies_ form a part of the course in Agriculture. Singly and alone 
1 the time allptted to tJiis technical line of study and practice could accom-
plii;h little mor~ than tC> make the student familiar with some of the leading 
1 modes and methods of empJr..ical gardening, considered mainly as a mere 
. ~rt. Supported, hQVl!~ver, by th~ full course in natural sciences, the routine 
, of )lprticultu~l op:erati9ns_ rises ~~e the level of unreasoning custom to 
the rank of applied science. The cultivated plant becomes a thing of life, 
varie~ in vitality, habit of growth, and fruitfplness ·by conditions of soil and 
air more or less under control. 
The studies begin with the second term of the Freshman year. No 
text books are used in this or the Sophomore year, as_ in the consideration 
of the subjects of sma11 fruit-growing, orcharding, lawn-planting, flower-
border and forestry, we have· no text books as yet adapted to our prairie soil 
and climate. Instruction is imparted by lectures, making every possible use 
of the many instructive dbject lessons of the grounds, the nurseries, tht: 
orchards and the horticultural museum. 
The supporting stndies fn Botany, Chemistry, Entomology, Agriculture, 
etc., fit the Junior c1a.~s for th~ntelligent consideration of theoretical horti-
. culture, enabling ttte stUdent tb comprehend important principles pertaining 
to vital force, germination, root and stem growth, leaf formation and func-
, tfons, climatic· adaptatfon, etc., intimately associated in our State with failure 
or varied degree of succ~ss in all horticultural operations. 
During the second tenn of the Senior year a general view is taken of the 
inAuen·ce of horticulture and forestry on the civilization of the earth and the 
health and comfort of its inhabitantc;. In 'connection the valuable work of 
· Hon. G. P. Marsh is used, "The Earth ac; Modified by Human AC'tion." 
MEANS OF PRACTICAL ILLUSTRATION. 
I. The vegetable gardens. 
2. The flower borders. 
3. The ornamental grounds. 
The experimental nurseries. • .( 4 . 
. 'i· The experimental orchards . 
6. The small-fruit 1>lantations. 
7. The fore.~ry plantations. 
-8. The propagating rooms. 
9. The propagating pits under glass. 
Jo. The collection of native and cultivated woods. 
I I. The collection of injurious and beneficial insects. 
I 2. The set of abnormal and diseased growths. 
13. A set of fa£-simile fruit rasts. 
T4. The horticulturni museum, now acct.tinulating. 
IOWA STAT!! COl.L8GE OF 
LABOR. 
To illustrate each branch, and enable the student to become familiar 
·with methods and processes, and to ·acquire some skill, he is expected to 
engage in such labor as will best promote a knowledge of the particular 
study in hand· for about five hours each week under the· instruction of 
Professor or Foreman. Such labor combined with instruction, is in the 
~Qurse of study, denominated, "Field Lectures with Practice,'' or Farm 
and Garden ln~truction. 
j. L. Bu DD, Professor. 
AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY. 
The chemistry of air. soils, natural waters, plants and plant nutritton, 
animals and animal nutrition, dairy products,-these are the general sub-
jects taught in this department. A more detailed statement of subject 
matter is given in the course of study in Agriculture. 
A chief aim in this department is to make the instruction practical as 
well as scientific, that the knowledge acquired by the pupil shall be of 
direct and material aid to him in his future vocation ~ farmer, dairiman, 
stock-feeder, creamery-man, sugar grower or manufacturer, or agricultural 
.chemist. 
The old notion that science of the highest grades does not deal with 
such commonplace subjects as agriculture, or the economic problems of 
farming, is now out of date ; some of the ablest scientists of the world are 
to-day, by scientific study and research, grappling with the practical pro/J-
Jems oj the farm, and of the treatment of farm products. Some of the 
grand results of such studies, of immense economic value, are familiar to 
..all, such for instance as those upon nitrification, and the assimilation of 
mtrogen by leguminous plants. To familiarize the student with the results 
and methods of such researches, as they are published from time to time 
in different parts of the world, is one of the best means of awakening in 
him a spirit of investigation which, whatever his future occupation, shall 
·make him through life a student of nature, an investigator, a progressive 
man. To accomplish this, by the means named, is one of the aims of this 
·department. 
Instruction is given by lectures, supplemented by books of reference. 
"These latter are mainly furnished by the college or station library, and are 
.always accessible to the student. Among them. are such standard works as : 
Johnson's How Crops Grow, and How Crops Feed; Warington's Chemis-
try of the Farm ; Storer's Agriculture in some of its Relations with Chemis-
try ; Armsby and Stewart on Cattle Feeding ; Foster, Kingzett, Gamgee, 
.Charles and Mills on Animal Chemistry and Nutrition; Boussingault, 
iGrandeau, Deherain, on general agricultural chemistry,-soils, fertilizers. 
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crops; Ware, McMurtrie, Stammer, and \Viley on the sugar bttt and sugar 
production ; Blyth and Hassatl on foods .and their adulterations ; and many 
others, including the standard wor~ on methods of chemical analysis. 
The laboratory is provided with the best appliances for experimental 
work, and original research, by students qualified for it, is especially en-
couraged. 
The department of Agricultural Chemistry is naturally in close relations 
with the Experiment Station. The head of the first named department,. 
and his assistants, have constantly under way a large amount of experi-
mental work for the station ; therefore it is possible to give students in 
Agricultural Chemistry a fair insight of the details of experiment station 
work, and even, in certain lines, to allow th~m to participate. This latter, 
however, is never done at the risk of detriment to the station work, most ot 
which, so far as it relates to chemistry, can be properly done only by well-
advanced specialists. G. E. PATRICK, 
Professor of Agricultural Chemistry. 
THU COURSE IN VETERINARY SCIENC:E •. 
cA three years' course.I 
It is the purpose of this course to train students for the practice of vet-
erinary medicine, to fit them for the work of original investigation and to 
fill positions where scientific and technical knowledge is required. With 
these ends in view, a thorough course of instruction has been adopted, 
embracing the most approved methods of theoretical and practical teach-
ing. The corps of instructors includes ten professors, and the facilities 
offered in the several subdivisions of the work are the very best of their 
kind. A large and well-appointed hospital is kept constantly filled with 
patients; besides a free clinic is held each day at the hospital, which stu-
dents are required to attend. A fine anatomical and pathological museum 
afford'> the student" unusually good facilities in the pursuit of these branches • 
.ANATOMY-is taught during four terms, as seen by the schedule of 
studies for the Veterinary Course. Abundant material is furnished for work 
in the dissecting room, and a demonstrator is in attendance during the 
working hours. The lectures on anatomy are illustrated by the hest style 
of rµodels and carefully prepared natural specimens . 
. VETERINARY MEDICINE AND SURGERV.-Tftese subjects embrace the 
theoretical and practical instruction in the treatment of diseases to which an 
domestic animals are subject, as well as the theory and practice of surgery:-
Members of the Senior class are made familiar with the uses of instruments 
and the administration of medicines. 
CLINics.-One hour each day ic; devot~d to clinics. AU students are 
not only required to attend these exercises, but must ·assist in the work. 
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The higher class men are allowed to perfo.m1 such operations as they h~v~. 
frequently seen ·performed before the class. · ! 
ZooLOGY .-In tl1e second term of the I4'reshman year and the first tetm · 
of the Junior year there are two recitations per week in zoology, dealing 
mainly with .vertebrates.. J)uring thi~ time the stu_d~-·~~ ~~ends one aften1om;: 
each week in the laboratory in the dissection of typical fo-rm-s~ --- - -- ,- -, 
BoTANY. -In the second tenn of the Freshwan year the student 
acquaints himself with general botany, and give.c; some attention to th~· 
identification of plants. In the spring tenn of his Junior year the student' 
' ' 111 
takes up pharmaceutical botany and make.c; a cotlec~ion ?f fi,fty specie~, 
named and mounted. In the first tenn of the Senior year nactenology ancf 
the methods of cultivating bacteria and means· of pte\'enting contagion;{ 
• , JI I 
diseases are taken up. 
i 
CHEMISTR\'.-The elementary chemistry is th<:: samt: as that gi\'ell i\t 
the first term of the Sophomore year of the Course in Science and Agricul-
ture. In the Senior year the work includes tht' detection of poison ; 
analysis of urine from healthy and diseased animals ; examinations of food 
and of water; qualitative and quantitative an~lysis of th'e secretions in, and 
t!XCretions from the body, together with such .work a~ the clinical depart-
ment may require. Students also compound or make medicines required 
by the department. During the second term original work is required. 
This department is really a College of Veterinary Medicine and Surgery,' 
and has the fullest equipments for thorough instruction and practice. Th~ 
' . I 
course of study leads to the degree of Doctor of Veterinary Medicine (D. 
y. M.) 
1 
A THREE YEAllS' COURSE.-lt will ot:: noticed that beginning with 18~. 
the Veterinary course was made a three years' course. This was chiefly to. 
make the course technically more .complete, but partly also tc;> give tim~ 
for special drill in g~neral science, and in the use of the English language
1 
for those who from early disadvan~ges may be· d~ticie.nt therein. 
M. ST.ALKER, Professor. 
HISTOLOGY, PHYSIOLOGY AND PATllOLOG.V. 
H1sTOLOGV.-This embraces systematic histolQgy, which is taught by 
lectures throughout the first tenn of the Freshman year, and practical his-
tology, including the microscopic st~<;!y of the tissues of the animal body. 
The various methods of preparing tissues for microscopic examination ar~ 
taught with the object of familiarizing the eye of thJ! student with the minute 
anatomy of the tissues of the animal body. 
Puvs10L0Gv is commenced in the second tenn. of the Freshman year, 
and includes four lectures and recitations a week for the entire term. This 
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course is introduced by a series of lectures on Embryology. A more ac;i-
vanced course in Physiology is camed through the term of the first junior 
year, including three lectures and recitations a week. 
PATHOLOGY.-Pathological specimens of all kinds are brought before 
the class for the purpose of familiarizing the student with the appearance 
of diseased tissues-. The r~lat-ions of pathological histolQgy to the pri!J· 
ciples of medicine and surgery are carefully studied, and the advances made 
in the application of the microscope to exact pathology fully considered. 
The study of General and Pathological Histology extends through the sec-
ond term of the Junior year and includes three lectures a week. 
During the first term of the Senior year a course of two lectures a week 
is given on Comparative ~athology, which includes a study· of the effects of 
micro-organisms in producing disease.- -A-c0urse Of laooratory work-is ra-
quired of each student, including twelve weeks (one afternoon each week). 
The student is at first given a few simple structures, the nature of which is 
known to him. After working these specimens out and making drawings 
of their microscopical structure he is required to work out as m-any un-
-known specimens, both simple and complex, as possible, making drawings 
and determining their nature. 
THERAPEUTlcs.-The physiological action an'1 therapeutical value of 
medicines used in veterinary practice are carefully considered throughout 
the senior year. 
D. S. ~"AIRCHILD, Professor. 
THE COURSE IN l\IECHANICAL JtNGINEERING. 
The course in Mechanical Engineering aims to furnish, in four years, a 
thorough fitting to any person wishing to become a professional mechanical 
engineer. 
• The course i~ arranged with the view to insuring :-
Complete mastery of fundamental engineering principles ; 
The actual performance of some engineering work involving scientific 
methods in construction, investigation and design ; 
Unceasing contact, from the beginning to the end of the course, with 
the science of mechanics, its applications, measurement-; and the study of 
its laws. 
THE COURSE AND PLAN OF INSTRUCTION .. -The student aiming at 
mechanical engineering as his profession needs first of all to know what 
engineering is. All available means are taken to familiarize him somewhat 
with ordinary engineering processes and the highest achievements of great 
engineers. He is taught by actual measurements of ~is own, with rule, 
watch and scales, to finq the horse power of the shop engi~e • with. SiflJpJe 
apparatus, and learns the exact meaning of " work." He measur:es the 
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power used, and work done by his lathe, and learns the simple relations of 
" power," "work," "force,,, 11 time,,, and "space," what " mass ;, is, and 
what are its relations to the other quantities. He must also have clear 
ideas of the properties of materials, and soon he is ·shown how to measure 
the strength, elasticity-and-stretch ofJro{h steel and wood with the testing 
machine. Other qualities, not capable of precise measurement, become 
familiar from the work and instruction of the shops. 
PRACTICE WORK-As given in this course may be put down under 
three heads as follows : Shop work, drawing and design, and engineering 
laboratory work. 
SHOP WoR.k-Is designed to give familiarity with the arts of e~gineer­
ing by eight or nine hours weekly spent in the shops. While the evident 
value of making complete articles is recognized, mastery of the mechanical 
principles involved, and the various capabilities of machine tools is put 
first. 
The following are the subjects taught : 
IN THE Woon SHOP :-Bench work in carpentry and joinecy; wood 
turning, pattern making, and handling of wood working machinery. 
IN THE MACHINE SHOP :-Vise work with chisel and file, centering~ 
cutting off, drillpress, shaper, planer and lathe work, also hand turning. 
IN THE FouNDR v :-.Moulding, melting and core making. 
IN THE SMITH SHor :-Forging, hardening and tempering, and anneal-
ing. 
To these may be added i Millwrighting, the shop system of taking care 
of small tools, running engines, firing and care of boilers. The material 
used is furnished the student at the lowest wholesale rates, and to cover 
this expense each one i!1 required to deposit $5.00 at the opening of the 
tenn, a balance of one dollar or of two dollars being usually refunded at 
the close. Each student provides himself with a few of the tools he most 
uses, a list of them being provided at entrance. All others are furnished 
as needed. 
THE SHOPS AND EQUIPMENT ARE As FOL.Lows :-The carpenter and 
pattern shop is a two story building 30 feet by 50 feet, with ~ wing 24 feet 
by 32 feet. 
· The lower floor is used for heavy wood working machines, the second 
story for tool room and benches, at which carpentering and pattern making 
is taught. 
The equipment consists of ten wood turning lathes, one pony planer, 
one mortising machine, one rip and cross-cut circular saw, one jig saw, one 
~foot grindstone, twelve sets of small tools in the tool room. Twenty 
me~ can be accommodated at once. 
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THE FouNDRv~Is located 'in the basement below the west wing of the 
Machine Shop. It is 28 feet by 61 .feet long and contains accommodations 
for eight students. These consist of moulding tubs, core benches, melting 
furnace, core oven, spill trough,. crucibles, flasks, etc. 
Here the student is required to make green and dried sand moulds from 
-- patterns -designed to bring--0nt the most general principles of brass and iron 
ca.~ting. 
Loam moulding is also explained ; some work at the moulds whife others 
are making and drying cores and melting brass. 
THE MACHINE SHOP-Occupies the entire lower fto_or of Engineering 
Hall, and is 28 feet wide by 61 feet long, with a wing 28 feet wide by 40 feet 
leng,the-Jatter contalmng_~ ~~o! r~om IO feet by 28 feet. 
Machine tools and general equipment- comprise: One 20 inch engine 
fathe, three 16-inch engine lathes, one 10-inch engine lathe, one 9-inch uni-
versal hand lathe, one 20-inch drill.press, one 22-inch by 5 feet iron platier, 
one 7-inch shaper, one emery tool grinder,_ one cuttin~~ff machine,• one 3 
by 20-inch wet emery wheel for tool grinding, one 4 by 17-inch buffing 
wheel, twelve machinists' vices and 73~ feet of vice benches. 
In the present machine shop twenty men are accommodated at once. 
THE FoRGK SuoP. - At present located in a temporary shed, contains 
eight forges with all needed tools and accommodations for eight men. 
THE BOILER AND ENGINE HOUSE is a new brick structure, measuring 
78 x 36, which has just been completed. It is about equally divided into two 
rooms, one of which ha5 been fitted with a new 50-horse power water tube 
boiler and the usual attachments, as well as all apparatus necessary for 
making boiler tests. The other room accommodates a 25-horse power 
Corliss engine, which furnishes power to both shops, and also such appli-
ances as make possible complete tests of the engine efficiency, as well as 
other test apparatus named below. 
FREE HAND DRAWING.-The instruction in this subject is given chiefly 
with a view to insure facility in sketching parts of machines. The objects 
chosen for outline drawing are usually some piece or cross section of a 
machine. 
MECHANICAL DRAWING AND MACHINE DB.SIGN -- This is begun in the 
first term Freshman year and continues through the whole course. Careful 
'pencil work is first taught, the figures chosen being such as are involved in 
later mechanical and graphical constructions. Next comes a study of 
simple alphabets, followed by neat execution in tracing suitable and care-
fully made machine drawings. 
A set of notes giving the principles of machine drawing, the best meth-
ods employed in engineering practice and the theory of projections is 
studied next, and with this, drawing from sketches of machine parts made 
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by the student himself with all needed tneasuiements, each sketch to be 
complete for use before he is permitted to begin the mechanical drawing .. 
The drawing of the Sophomore year is a continuation of the work of the 
Freshman year. 
The Juniors have machine drawing and design for two afternoons 
throughout the year. Link w.ork,. valve-gear-ana Cam con5truaion are - -·-·-
taken up and some time is devoted to the drawings of the steam engine. 
Each student is also required to...design and make complete working draw-
ings of some simple machine which he construe~ in the shops during his 
Senior year. 
In the Senior year machine design and drawing consists, first, of the de-
sign by the different members, of the parts of the steam engine or such 
other complete machine as may seem best suited to the requirements of the 
class, and later, of some design made by each member as a special study, 
or in cases when the graduating thesis requires an extra amount of work of 
tllis chJlracter, such drawing may occasionally be assigned to part "of the 
regular hours for drawing. . 
In all the drawing, students provide themselves with paper, instruments 
and all necessary equipments. 
A list of the instn1ments needed is given each member at entrance, and 
can if desired be supplied to the students at the very lowest rates. 
ENGINEERING LABORATORY WORK.-The importance of this branch ot 
engineering training is recognized and the work begins with the last half of 
the· Junior year. to be continued to the end of the course. 
The students are taught to standardize the instruments and to allow for 
such extraordinary conditions arising to modify the usual methods as are 
discovered by a careful examination previous to the test. 
The importance of having means of checking all results, and of making 
and recording observations with systematic regularity and care, is especially 
insisted on. 
Whenever practicable, results are figured out, at least approximately, 
on the day the test is made, attention being called to the need for special 
care in observing and computing where slight errors would greatly affect 
the final result, and to the uselessness of carrying exactness of calculation 
beyond the limits of accuracy of corresponding data. 
The equipment for this work is being constantly increased \vith a view 
to more varied and extended experimental tests. Provision is already ma~~ 
for the following : 
I 
A boiler test, including gas analysis and observation of quality of steapi 
by calorimeter methods. .. .. 
An engine test, including dynamometer and indicator power measure-
ments, with-.estimate of quality and weight of steam used . 
. ,Efficiency and duty of injectors. 
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Efficiency and duty of steam pumps. /: 
Efficiency of mechanical power puqips. , , 
Ultimate tensile, compressive and bending strength of wrougbt lfi>.ll.· 
east iron, steel, wood, etc. , r : • 
Moduli of elasticity of the same. . , , . 
Strength of welded and rjveted joints. , 1 , • 
Shearing strength of bolts, nuts and nvets~-------
1
• 
The apparatus for this purpose is as follows: One 50 H •. P. ~fety 
boiler-; one 25 H.P. Harris..Corliss en_gine; one.s H. P. plain slide·¥~1ve 
engine ; one Prony brake dynamometer ; one No. 9 Sturtevant fan bJp~yer. 
(serving as power absorber); one 50 H. P. Wheeler's patent s~a~t; t;on':' 
' . 
denser ; one Blake air .pump .for above ; (>De '2-inch Worthlngtoo. 1w~ei; 
meter ; ope Elliot gas analysis apparatus ; one standard pyrom~ter ; , oµ,e 
mercury flue thermometer ; two Thomson steam engine indicatQrs; liWO 
Crosby steam engine indicators ; one Richards steam engine indi«;f'tQr ; 
four standard thermometers for steam and :wat~r ; three injectors ntteq lQr: 
tests ; one American Steam Gauge Co. 's engine register ; one S~J~~~ff~ 
and Budenberg's tachometer; one 50,000-pound testing machine. Al,!Jo 
scales, steam and power pumps for tests, calorimeters, etc. 
Arrangements can also be made for t~ts of the 35 R. P. Buckeye ~·~lri1•e 
running the electric light station furnishing the lig~1t to the CQllege, .U>t;: 
dynamo machines being also available for certain tests. · '' 1 , 
Too great value cannot be placed on the experimental laboratory ·'York 
as a means of fixing true conceptions of engineering principles, of .training 
in scientific observation and equipping the student for actual engi~~ng 
practice. .., 
It is purposed to enlarge and perfect this work as rapidly as the li.b~nility 
-of the State appropriation and the friends of education make it .po$ibl~. 
In this and all work of the course concentration and thoroughn~s ~'1 tq 
be sought before great range of subjects, and unity of effort by making 
every part of the instruction given illustrate and reinforce every other .. 1 • 
To add to the range of the student's experience a li~ited amqqp,.t of 
-commercial testing will be undertaken as opportunity offers. i:he ~p,r,~ 
will receive the personal attention of the instructor in charge, who will c~r~ 
1 I 1 • ' ' 
tify to all results returned. Special information regarding this bran~~ ,~f ~h~ 
work can be had on application. 1, G. w. BISSELL, Professdt:'" 
.• i..: i t 
THE COURSE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING. 1't:1 1 ,' 
i:I i:p: 
The c<?urse in Civil Engineering is intended to ,prepare students fn1fi·1YP-
fessional work in any of the leading lines of Civil Engineetjng, sw;h,~·the 
.design and construction of roads, bridges, railways, water .wo.rks,. ;;e~_fctg.e 
.and drainage works, and the conducting of surveys of every desctjp~ion ... : , 
,. 
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That it does this is shown by the fact that it.c; graduates have generally 
been successful in securing remunerative positions on graduation, and have 
filled them creditably. 
The course has also many advantages for the general student who Cle-
sires the mental discipline which come& from a thorough ·study of mathe-
matics, and the direct-application of its pnncfpfes- anamethods ~the 
Investigation of the physical laws and forces of nature. 
It is belie\ted that the best preparation an engineer can have is a thorough 
knowlecfge of the underlying principles of his profession, and that he 
should never attempt the application of these principles by the use of 
either empirical or rational fonnulas or rules, however well learned, with-
out first having a thorough knowledge of the laws and theory on which 
these fonnulas are based, and the means by which they are deduced. Such' 
knowledge does not take the place of practical experience, but without it 
the practical engineer can only repeat what he has seen others do, and is 
in constant danger of violating the first principles of science and good en-
gineering by making wrong application of some rule of thumb, as costly 
blunders have often shown. 
The course is arranged with the primary object of giving this knowledgep 
and later its application to practical work, in accordance with the best en-
gineering practice. The ends kept in view are to give the student thorough 
training in the following lines : 
Pirst-Mathematics and the sciences. 
Second-Technical drawing. 
Third-The principles and practice of field work, and the use of engi-
neering instruments. 
Fourtlz-The principles of good engineering practice. 
Besides the purely mathematical and engineering studies, the general 
education of the student is looked after by including in the course such 
studies as Rhetoric, English Language, Elocution, French, Economic 
Science, and Psychology. 
MATHEMATICS AND THE SCIENCEs.-The work in pure maillematics ex-
tends throughout the Freshman, Sophomore and Junior years1 ~~d includes. 
Algebra, Geometry, Trigonometry, Analytical Geometry, and Calculus. In 
the junior year the student has a thorough coorse in the application of 
mathematics to the Mechanics of Engineering, in which he studies the laws. 
of force, work, energy and the resistance of materials, and learns how to 
compute the stresses in engineering structures. In the Senior year he 
applies the principles of mathematics to Hydraulics and to Spherical 
Astronomy. 
The work in Physics extends throughout the Sophomore year, and the 
I 
second team of the Junior year, and includes Mechanics, Heat and Elec-
tricity and Magnetism. 
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Clzemistry is studied in the second term of the Sophomore and first tem1 
of the Junior years. .. 
Geology and Bo/any are also included in the .cpurse as shown in the out-
line above. 
For more detailed information as to the instruction in the sciences, and 
in pure mathematics, the reader is referred to the respective headingS under 
which those objects are discussed. - - ---- - ---- ------·---- -
DRAWING.-The work in drawing commences in the first term of the 
Freshman year, with lettering and free hand dra~ing. In the second 
term the student has mechanical drawing, and in the first ·term or the 
Sophomore year is instructed in the use of water colors. In the first term 
-0f the Sophomore and Junior year he studies the application of tnath"" 
ematics to technical dra,ying, under the heads of Descriptive Geometry 
and Shades, Shadows and Perspective. ln~truction is given in platting, 
pen topography, the making of maps and profiles, and of engineering draw-
ings, tracings and blue prints, in connection with th'e subjects of·Land, 
Topographical and Railway Surveying, and of Stereotomy, Bridge Designing 
and the other engineering studies. 
PROFESSIONAL STUDIES.-ln the Sophomore year the student takes up 
surveying. The ~egal principles of land surveying, and the principles and 
methods of land, mining and topographical surveying are taken up in reci-
tations, while instruction in the use of instrument.c; and in field work le; given 
by actual practice in the field. For such work the department is well 
equipped, and the location of the College offers peculiar facilities for it. 
"' The student also has practice in making plats aa1d topographical maps of 
actual surveys. , 
In the Junior year Railroad Surveying is taken up. The instruction is~by 
recitations, lectures and field practi~e. The methods and principles taught 
are those of actual work. In the field practice the students solve in the field 
a problem of location, making the preliminary survey, the topographical 
map, and the final location of a short line of railroad. They also cross 
• section the line, calculate the grading, and make plans and estimates for 
the bridging. 
In the Senior year the studies are nearly all professional. A course in 
Bridge Designing extends throughout the year, and includes making an ac-
tual design of a bridge. The designing of stone arches is also studied. 
Sanitary Engineering and Hydraulic Engjneering, including the pri~clple~ 
and methods of th~ign and construction of systems of sewerage and 
water supply, are taught by lectures. The principles governing foundations 
and the proper design and construction of masonry structures are also 
studied. 
The preparation of a graduating thesis is one of the most valuable parts 
of the work in the Senior year. The student is counseled to choose a sub-
• 
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jett.;tbe study of which will most benefit him in his after work. Opportui,i-
1ies are offered him ffir original study and investigation . 
. : ''l~eoiAToRv WoRK.-This inciudes, besides Physical Laboratory Work, 
tl~e testing of the strength of materials of construction and allied work in 
th~ Engineering Laboratory. The department has recently purchased a .. \• ., . -- ------ - - ---
cement testing outfit, an<J use is also made of the instruments and facilities 
of the Mechanical Engineering Department's· Laboratory. · ., 
·- - ' EQU~PIIEN.T .-TJ1e.1'.lep3..rtm~nt is l~cated in the third story of Engineer-
in~ }fall. Jts rooms include a cl~s room with places for about sixty stu-
dents, a draughting room with (flbles and drawing boards for about fifty, an 
instrument and designing room, anci the office of the department. The 
depa~ent has a good supply of transits, levels,. and their accompaniments, 
to which valuable additions have recently been made. Among its other 
instruments are a fine aneroid barometer, a polar planimeter, and a calculating 
machine. The equipment is increased each year as the needs of the 
department require. 
A. MARSTON, Professor. 
THE COURSE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING. 
Th~ Electrical Engineering course is essentially a course in Mechanical 
Engineering. The degree granted being the same. It is stated in the 
diploma of the Electrical Engineering graduate that he has taken special 
work in theoretical and applied electricity. 
Tht! first two years of the Mechanical Engineering and Electrical Eng-
in~ering courses are identiGal, and in the first term of the Junior year they 
differ in that general physical laboratory work is substituted for the shop 
work of the Mechanical Engineering course. Throughout the remaining three 
terms of the Electrical Engineering course the work is kept as closely in 
line with the corresponding work of the Mechanical Engineering course 
as is possible considering the special work in electricity. Students taking 
the Electrical Engineering course are urged to pay especial attention to 
those topics which are important in the Mechanical Engineering course, 
e .. I!· pure and applied mathematics, mechanical drawing, and shop work. 
The physical laboratory is well equipped so that the laboratory courses 
offered can be .carried out satisfactorily. 
For description of the various courses in elementary physics, theore-
tical and applied electricity and laboratory practice, see Physics, 
For description of shop work, me€hanicat drawing and special engineer-
ing topics, see Mechanical Engineering. 
1 
: \\~. S. FRANKLIN, Professor. 
, .. . '. 
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COURSE JN MINING ENGINEERING. 
, The course in Mining Engineering is announced for the first time in this 
.catalogue. The purpose of the course is to equip those that complete work 
given in the outlines for the duties of a mining engineer, and specially to 
.enable graduates to conduct work in searching for or in developing the 
mfoeralresources of the State, ana to rn'IW~r.tl"'EJ"e""ITI=----tlltP.-~~l-tnilfli-nlP'--· 
operations. 
The jirst two years of the course is practically ide.ntical with the corres-
ponding years in the Mechanical Engineering course. Surveying, however, 
.takes a prominent place in the course, the work being adapted to mining. 
surveying and topography. The other technical studies of the course are in-
troduced in the Junior and Senior years. The work that is done in Mineralogy, 
Geology, Blow-pipe Analysis, Metallurgy and Assaying are described under 
their proper titles in the outlines of work carried on in the various depart-
ments in which the studies are pursued. Special Mining Engineering 
studies extend throughout the Junior and Senior years, and include lectures 
and recitations and a study of models on excavation, tunneling, mining and 
ore dressing. Under each of these general topics the whole econorny of 
mining will be discussed, with particular reference to mining the mineral 
products of the State .. 
J. R. I..1NcOLN, Professor. 
MATHEMATICS. 
ALGEBRA.-ln Algebra, five exercises per week during the first term. 
Freshman year, are required of all students in the four year courses Of 
study. The class is divided into three divisions. The first. two are c01ft .. 
posed of students whose entrance examinations show the thoroughness in 
Arithmetic and a working knowledge of the principles of Algebra through 
equations of the first degree. The second includes all students who obtain 
a high standing in Arithmetic and pass the required examination in Algebra, 
but show in the latter study a want of thoroughness. In the presentation of 
this subject particular attention is given to the explanation of cardinal prin-
ciples, and the class drill is conducted ·with reference to fixing these princi-
ples in tfle mind of the student. 
Advanced Algebra is pursued during the second term of the Freshman 
year by students in the engineering courses. In order to secure that ready 
familiarity with algebraic processes necessary to success in highe'r mathe-
matical work, the student is required to solve a large number of examples 
and problems of the character he will meet with in the advanced studies of 
his course. In addition thereto, the term •s work includes a study of series, 
· undetermined coefficiedtS, the theory and use of logarithms, and the theory 
of equations. ' ... ·· 
fl 
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GEOMETRV.-Students who complete the Algebra of the first term, 
Freshman year, securing a standing of three {four being perfect), are per-
·mitted to enter the class in Geometry. --The-dass-is-divided- -into-divisiens 
corresponding to those in Algebra. The student is early taught the full 
meaning of a geometrical demonstration. He is warned against learning 
any proposition by rote, and hi mdei' that-he-may-net-fall inte this error-he---
is, at the end of the first book, assigned original theorems, which he is 
,,. required to demonstrate. He is expected not only to understand thoroughly 
~· - ----- - ---
each propos·ition, b11tto- be aole so to arrange -and present the JlOlllts of 
proof as to fonn a complete and perfect demonstratiOh. 
TRtGONOMETRV.-lnstruction is given in plane Trigonometry during 
the first nine weeks of the Sophomore year, to all students in the four year 
courses. The class is thoroughly drilled in the nature and use of trigonom-
etric functions and the solution of right and oblique triangles. During the 
remaining eight weeks of the term, students in ~e mechanical and elec-
trical engineering courses pursue the study of spherical Trigonometry. The 
text-book in both plane and spherical Trigonometry is Wheeler's. 
ANALYTIC GEOMETRV.-Th1s study is pursued by the Sophomore class 
during its second term. The course of instruction embraces determinate 
and indeterminate Geometry, including a full examination of the conic sec-
tions. The underlying principles are brought prominently forward and dis-
cussed. The student is required carefully to analyze each article and solve 
the problem connected therewith. To secure thoroughness, frequent 
reviews are given. Newcomb's is the text-book used. 
CALCULUs.-lnstruction in Calculus is given during the spring term of 
. the Junior year. To enter this class it is necessary that the student should 
"have passed the lower mathematical studies of the course. In no case can 
this study be pursued successfully without previous drill in analytic geom-
etry. The abstruse principles of this method of mathematical investigation 
are explained upon the theory of limits. The theory of rates is also em-
ployed to a considerable extent. Instruction is given by daily recitations 
and lectures, with a review of the week's work each Friday. Twelve weeks 
are devoted to differential, and the remainder of the term to integral 
Calculus. Text·book, Taylor. E. W. STANTON, Professor. 
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS. 
EQUIPMENT.-The Department of Physics occupies the second floor 
(five rooms), the third floor uwo rooms), and one room in the basement of 
the Chemical and Physkal HaU. The Dynamo laboratory is located in the 
power house of the Mechanical Departmt>nt. 
The physical lecture room has a seating capacity of about seventy, and 
is used afternoons for laboratory purposes. 
.I' - • 
L~ .. 
', _...r:. 
~.4' ~-; . ,,,.. . ... . 
MORRILL HALL. 
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One of the third floor rooms is fitted up as a repair shop, with two foot-
1athes and a complete set of wood and metal working tools and repair·shop 
supplies. The other third floor room is used as a battery room.* All 
the other rooms are used for Jaboratory purposes. 
The apparatus belonging to the department includes a long list of well 
selected. standard measuring instruments to the value of about ten thou-
sand dollars. --- ---- -
A number of students have been employed during the year, at from ten 
- - - tonfteen-c-ents per hour,_jn the manufacture of duplicate apparatus. This 
apparatus, although kome made, is strictly first-class, and conforms to 
established designs, and is consequently not misleading to students who use 
it, which is the usual great objection to home made apparatus. The follow-
ing is a complete list of such apparatus as has been constructed under the 
direction of the department during the year. The estimated value is ap-
pended: 
7 Thomson Reflecting Galvanometers. 
5 Tangent Galvanometers . . . . . _ 
7 Lamps and scales . . . . . 
io Resistance boxes 1, 2, 3 and 4 units each . 
2 Standard ohms .. _ ......... . 
2 Standard tenth-ohms , ..... . 
2 Hittorff meg-ohms . . . . . . . . 
4 Divided 20 ohm resistances • . . . . 
4 Large rheostats, for dynamo testing . 
3 Low resistance test wires, mounted . 
2 lnductionless copper resistances . 
8 Contact keys . . . . . . 
10 Puhl reversing keys . . 
10 Slide wire contact keys . 
6 Slide wire bridges . . . . 
3 Potentiometers . . . . 
3 Mounted cables for insulation tests . 
100 Cells water battery . 
6 Cel1s dip battery . . . . 
4 Clark's standard cells . 
..i Standard Daniell cell . 




















3 Copper voltameters . . . . . . • . . . . . 7 oo 
1 Sulphate of zinc rheostat . . . . . . . 10 oo 
12 Bases for gravity cells . . . Io oo 
I 12 foot Bunsen photometer . . . . 100 oo 
*The department has been prevented from taking possession of these 
rooms this year on account of the overcrowded state of the college dormi-
tories. 
4 
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2 Gauss' ~Iagnetometers 
1 Unifilar magnetometer 
24 Bar magnets . . . 
• 2 Clock contacts . . . . 
. . . 
Ma . • 'I ----"3~ gnet1 zmg cm s . • . . . . 
3 Rings for permeability work . . 
4 Long Helices . . . . . . . . 
-..-... 6 Exploring coils . . • . . . • . . 
1 Set mutual induction coils . . 
4 Knife edge bars . . 
1 Ballistic pendulum . . . . 
1 Borda pendulum . . . . . . 
2 Sets apparatus for Young's Modulus . 
5 Inertia bars . . . . . . . . . 
2 Thermometer steam baths . 
1 Apparatus for specific gravity 
36 Galvanometer mirrors .. 
1 Optical stand . • 
1 Ladd horoscope 
1 Coin box •... 
6 Stands for telescopes and scales . 
24 Galvanometer scales ..... . 
6 sets fractional gramme weights. 
--
. . . 


























The actual outlay for material and labor for this apparatus was in the 
neighborhood of $1,000. This home construction of apparatus is economy 
to the department and is helpful to students and will be a settled policy of 
the department until the laboratory equipment is complete. This work 
has in no case been allowed to encroach upon laboratory work (see courses 
10, u, 12 and 13). 
An experimental telegraph line for test purposes and for time signals 
from Western Union Company's system is to be erected, and a large battery 
of storage cells is to be purchased in the spring. 
The dynamo laboratory is equipped with five experimental dynamos 
and motors from one to five horse power, a variety of arc lamps, ampere-
meters, voltmeters, rheostats, etc. 
The present lighting plant of the college includes two twenty horse-
power Edison dynamos and a 300 light alternating plant will be in operation 
by the opening of the spring tenn. These plants furnish valuable facilities 
for commercial tests, and are strictly a part of the equipment of the elec-
trical department. 
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METHODS OF INSTllUCTION.-The methods of instruction in all the 
courses offered in physics are such as to throw the:student upon his own 
responsibility so far as -the persistence and vigor with which he follows up 
his work is concerned. At the same time the influence of the instructor 
upon the student in the way of directing his efforts, preserving a healthy 
attitude toward the subject, and the---formation-of mental habits is kept in 
mind. The progress of the student is tested by frequent oral and written 
reviews upon which the term's grade is based, and the absolute requisite for 
a passing grade is' some indication at least of earnest work on the part of 
the student. 
Throughout all the courses no attempt is made to evade the mathemat-
ical -aspects of the subject, and the class work is in consequence largely 
theoretical. Acquaintance with physical and electrical instruments and 
with the details of physical measurements being acquired by means of care-
fully arranged courses in the laboratory. 
Eeurses in Ph~sics. 
The courses in Physics offered to general students and to students tak-
ing the courses in Veterinary Science and Agriculture are necessarily differ-
ent from the courses offered to engineering students. In the one case 
Physics does not in any sense constitute the teclmique of the profession aimed 
at, and in the other case it does to a great extent. However, some of the 
topics in Physics, designed for engineers, are offered as optionals to other 
students. Students electing such work are required to have the same pre-
liminary mathematical training as is required of engineering students taking 
the-same work. 
Courses four to fourteen inclusive are designed for engineers. 
1. Mechanics and Heat, five hours per week. Spring term. Algebra 
(complete) and Geometry required. Students taking this course are urged 
to supplement it by electing Physics ten during spring term of their Junior 
year. 
2. Light and Sound, three hours per week. Spring term. Physics, one 
or five, and Trigonometry required. 
3. General Astronomy, five hours per week. Fall term. Algebra 
(complete), Geometry, and Trigonometry required. 
4. Spherical and Practical A.c;tronomy, three hours per week. Fall 
term. Mathematics up to and including Calculus required. 
5. Elementary Mechanics, five hours per week. Spring term. Algebra 
(complete), Geometry and simultaneous work in Trigonometry required. 
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6. Heat, three hours per week. ~1all term. Physics, five required. 
7. Electricity and Magnetism, five hours per week. Fall term. Cal-
culus and Physics, one or five and six required. 
8. Dynamo-Electric Machinery, four hours per week. Spring term. 
Physics, seven required. 
9. Applied Electricity, four hours per week. Falt term. Physics, 
-eight required. 
10. General Physical Laboratory, two afternoons per week. Spring or 
. Fall terms. Physics, one or five and six required. 
u. Physical Laboratory - Elementary Electrical Measurements, two 
afternoons per week. Spring or Fall term. Physics, seven and ten required. 
12. Physical Laboratory--Electrical testing, two afternoons per week. 
Spring term. Physics, seven and eleven required. 
13. Physical Laboratory, Dynamo and Motor testing, etc., two after-
noons per week. Fall term. Physics, eight, ten, eleven and twelve re-
quired. 
14. Electrical Engineering Theses. 
15. Theses in Physics. 
W. S. FRANKLIN. Professor. 
CHltMISTR Y. 
For the length of time devoted to each branch of Chemistry, and the 
time in the various courses when taken. the reader is referred to the out-
lines of these courses for information. 
£-
The work is conveniently grouped under the following heads: (a) 
general chemistry; (b) analytical chemistry, qualitative and quantitative; 
(c) organic chemistry; (di special forms and methods of analysis; (e) 
preparation of compounds and mixtures. 
The work consists of recitations from text-books. lectures and labora-
tory practice. The laboratory work is the basis of the study of chemistry 
.as taught here. 
(a) GENERAL CHEMISTRV.-The work included under this head is 
largely descriptive and theoretical, but is based on experiments performed 
by the students. The student, by proper laboratory practice, gains a 
knowledge of what a scientific experiment is. In order bettt."r to train his 
· ipowers of observation the student is required to describe the apparatus 
'USed and the phenomena produced. and to trace the relation of the results 
-obtained to the principles and laws which underlie them. This work is 
preliminary to all of the elections in chemistry that are offered in the Junior 
.and Senior years. 
(b) ANALYTICAL CHBMtSTRY.-Elementary qualitative analysis is in-
-eluded in the work of the secoqd term of the Sophomore year. The elec-
'tive analytical chemistry consists of advanced qualitative analysis or of 
'r , 
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elementary quantitative analysis. In the elementary qualitative analysis, 
the student must give evidence that he is qualfied to make com-
plete analysis of fairly complex mixtures. He makes from twenty to 
thirty analyses of simple substances and about twenty in addition of 
the more complex mixtnres. The recitations are devoted to the study 
------ofllle methods or analysis and the principles upan-whieh-theyare based. 
The advanced qualitative analysis deals more particularly with complex 
technical su'Qstances, such as ores of various kinds, limestones, iron, steel, 
etc. The recitations are upon the laboratory work and theoretiral chem-
istry. 
Quantitative analysis consists of gravimetric and volumetric determina-
tions and separations, using first, pure chemicals, and afte.rwards impure 
substances. In the recitations, methods of analysis are described and 
discussed and the study of theoretical chemistry carried forward. 
(c) ORGANIC CHEMISTRv.-This subject, as taught in the junior-year 
of the Science Course, is intended to give the student a fairly complete out-
line of the theory of the structure and formation of organic compounds, 
but especial attention is paid to those compounds that are of commercial 
importance. The student prepares many of the more important manufac-
tured organic substances. He makes a special study of such substances as 
alcohol, vinegars, sugars, petroleum and its products, glycerine, soaps, etc. 
This elective is open to students who have completed either (a} or (b). 
One lecture per week is given to the juniors in the civil and mechanical 
engineering courses on the metallurgy of the important metals. Particular 
attention is paid to iron and steel, i. e .• to their chemical composition and 
to the effects that impurities have on their physical and chemical properties. 
Students electing the "chemical group" of studies take (b) and (c) in 
the Junior year. In the Senior year they may select work under (d) and 
( e). The work will consist of laboratory practice and such recitations as 
will best forward and explain this laboratory work. The department fur-
nishes facilities for work in the following branches ; organic analysis. ulti-
mate and proximate; advanced qualitative and quantitative analysis; 
analysis of agricultural substances and products ; preparations of compounds 
and mixtur~c;, especially pharmaceutical compounds. During the Senior 
year the student does the work upon which his graduating thesis is based. 
Students preparing for medicine will be permitted to select work especially 
bearing on this subject. 
The work in the Veterinary Course is done during the Junior year and 
a portion of the Seniotf' year. The work is introduced by an dementary 
study of general chemistry, follow.ed by a short course in qualitative analy-
sis. This is followed by a short study of organic chemistry and urine analy-
sis. Chemical and microscopical examinations are made of urine. in both 
its normal and abnormal conditions. "' 
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Students in the Mining Engineering Course take (a) and (b); but from 
this point in the course the work diverges from the course in the Sciences 
and follows subjects closely connected with mining operations. 
Blowpipe Analysis is taken up in the second half of the Junior year. The 
student becomes famtbar with minerals, mixtures and aJJays by _means of 
the characteristic chemical changes produced by blowpipe flames in con-
nection with the commonly used reagents. This work is intended to_sup-
port and supplement the subjects of descriptive Mineralogy and Crystal-
lography, which are studied in the department of Geology. 
Metallurgy is s.tudied_ throughout the Senior year, and will consist of 
recitatiens, lectures and- -laboratory work. Under this subject is embraced 
a study of the apparatus used in the various metallurgical processes_, and 
the materials from which it is constructed, fuels and the processes used in 
the preparation of the useful metals. 
The facilities for instruction in this department art: ample and increasing 
from year to year. Room is provided for one hundred and ten students 
working at one time. Each student has gas, water and reagents at his 
table. 
The expenses are only sufficient to cover the actual cost of the material 
used or destroyed in the prosecution of the work. 
A. A. BENNETT, Professor. 
BOTANY. 
ELEMENTARY BOTANY.-All students, with the <:xccption of the 
Mechanical, Electrical and Mining Engineering students, are required to 
take Elementary Botany. The Civil Engineering students begin their work 
in the first tenn of the Sophomore year. They become familiar with the 
terms used in descriptive Botany, analyze about fifty wild plants, which are 
neatly mounted on standard herbarium paper, and handed in at the close 
of the term. The scientific name of each plant, where and when collected 
is written on the label. In the Agricultural Course, in the Course in Sciences 
as related to the industries, the Course for Ladies, this work begins in the 
second term of the Freshman year. Gray's Elements of Botany is used as 
a text-book. The work is supplemented by a course of lectures on phys-
ological subjects. r. Pollination of flowers. The subject is divided up as 
follows: Structure of flowers and various modifications to secure pollina-
tion by wind, insects, water and animals. The advantage of cross-fertilized 
plants over self-fertilized. The subject is illustrated by stereopticon views. 
2. Dissemination of fruits and ~seeds, by wind, water, animals, etc., with 
special reference to the introduction and migration of noxious weeds and 
other plants. 3. Insectivorous plants. How certain plants catch living 
animals and a1>propriate to themselves organic matter from them. 
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It is only possible to teach these sulijeas comprehen~iVely-t>}· a large 
number of illustrated charts and specimens, with which the department is 
provided. Living material is also obtained. Each daily recitation in the 
text-book is supplemented with talks and specimens, students drawing 
different kinds of leaves, buds at1d flowers. 
References: Bastm, Elements of Botany-;--Mueller: Fertilization of 
Flowers ; Lubbuck : Fruits, Flowers and Leaves ; British Wild Flowers, 
etc.; Darwin: -Fertilization of Flowers; Gray: Structural Botany. 
PHYSIOLOGICAL BoTANV.-The course consists of laboratory and class 
room work. Since students are unfamiliar with the use of the microscope, 
they .. are taught the use of the. same. They begin wlth very simple objects, 
such as an air bubble and cotton fibre. They then pass on to the study of 
the cell With its contents_, such as starch, protoplasm, nucleus and crystals. 
The laboratory work supplements the class-room work ; the different 
organs and parts of the plant are taken up, not merely as histological 
structures. but considered from a physiological standpoint. As an illustra-
tion, the cuticle, cutilcularized and cellulose layers of the epidermal cetls 
of an Agave leaf are considered with reference to their significance in 
preventing transpiration. The absorbing, assimilating, rerating and con-
ducting systems are considered in the same way. In addition to this work, 
the student prepares an herbarium of fifty species of native plants of Iowa. 
The only text-book used is Goodale's Physiological Botany. This is sup-
plemented by talks on the subject of nitrification, symbiosis, and the part 
played by micro-organisms in the acquisition of nitrogen. 
References : Bessey : Botany for High Schools and Colleges ; Sachs : 
Physiology of Plants ; Strasburger and Hillhouse : Practical Botany ; Camp-
bell : Structural and Systematic Botany ; ·DeBary : Comparative Anatomy 
of the Phanerogams and Ferns. 
CRYPTOGAMIC BoTANv.-The second term of the Sophomore year is 
devoted to the study of Cryptogams. Special attention is given to "rusts,,, 
" smuts," " moulds " and " mildews." The morphology and 1ife history is 
taken up of the different groups of Cryptogams. Methods of exterminating 
these pests are dwelt upon. This has become possible by the close union 
of the college and station. A large series of experiments being carried on 
during the year are used to illustrate methods of treatment. 
VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY comes in the Senior year, in which plant dis-
eases of farm and garden crops are taken up. In this course, lecture.c; on 
the more injurious of the fungus diseases of cultivated plants are considered 
in a more extended way than it is possible to devote to the subject in the 
Sophomore year. The theory of immunity and prevention of diseases, 
rotation of crops and fungicides. References : DeBary : Comparative Morph-
ology and Biology of the Fungi, Mycetozoa and Bacteria; Goebel: Outlines 
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of Classification and Special Morphology ; Zopf: Die Pilze ; Sorauer : 
Pftanzenkmnkbeiten. -._/ 
BACTERIOLOGY is an elective study for students in the course in sciences 
as re]ated to the industries, agricultural course, and ladies. but required of 
--- the senior veteri11a1y students. The labDratocy work consists in ... ~t!l<i.I~-~K- __ 
- the germs of various diseases and the methods of cultivating bacteria. In 
the lectures special attention is given to sanitation and means of prevent-
ing contagious diseases. ~ 
Senior agricultural students make a study of bacteria in ripening of 
cream, and the part played by them in the making of cheese. These 
are studied practically in the creamery to see the effects. The importance 
of bacteria in the decomposition of organic matter is also considered. 
The course consists of one laboratory and one lecture per week. Refer-
ences : DeBary : Bacteria ; Senn : Surgical Bacteriology ; Crookshank : 
Bacteriology ; Salomonsen : Bacteriological Technology for Physicians ~ 
Abbott : Principles of Bacteriology : Conn : Fermentations of Milk. 
PHARMACEUTICAL BOTANY has been specially arranged for students in 
the Veterinary Course. In _the laboratory some of the principal medical 
plants are taken up, supplemented by a course of lectures. References : 
Flnckiger and Hanbury: Phannacographia; Johnson: Medical Botany. 
APPLIED BoTANV.-Two exercises a week are devoted to a study of 
foods from a microscopical standpoint. The following will serve as an out-
line : Wheat, origin of, botanical place in the vegetable kingdom. struc-
ture of seed, histology of the stem, leaf, etc., chemical composition. Each 
one of the staple cultivated plants is taken up in the same way. In addi-.. 
tion to the lectures and laboratory work the student is assigned some inde-
pendent work which he looks up and reports on. References : DeCan-
dolle : Origin of Cultivated Plants ; Darwin : Animals and Plants under 
Domestication ; Harz : Landwirthschaftliche Samenkunde ; Moeller : 
Mikroskopie der Nahrungs-und Genussmittel aus dem Pftanzenreiche ; 
Storer : Chemistry in its Relation to Agriculture ; Simmonds : Tropical 
Agriculture ; Vilmorin : Andrieux Vegetable Garden ; Crozier : Popular 
Errors About Plants; Bailey: The Nurse Book. 
CIVIL ENGINBBRS take up the study of the microscopic structure of 
woods in the first term of the Sophomore year. This course consists of 
one laboratory a week. In the Senior year a part of the time is devoted .to 
a study of the decay and preservatjon of timber. The remainder of the 
term is given to a study of the germs important to sanitation. 
The Department of Botany offers very superior facilities in the way of 
instruction. The herbarium is very full in .plants from Iowa and the Mis-
sissippi valley, besides having a large number of plants from the eastern 
states, CalifQmia and Europe. It owns thirty microscopes, each having a 
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tow and high power objective, in addition to these six oil-immersion 
lenses. The Department is also furnished with the necessary appliances 
for doing bacteriological and physiological work. Connected with the de-
partment is a small botanic garden, where some of the native and culti-
vated plants are grown. The department also obtains material from the 
plants grown by the Departments of Agriculture and Horticulture, the 
grounds of the latter being very rich in ligneous plants from Europe, Asia 
and America. 
Senior and post-graduate students are stimulated to do original work. 
and when theses are deemed of sufficient importance they are published ; 
the author deposits twenty-five extras with the department, also one with 
the library. Theses puJ>lished up to date are J. S. Chamberlain, on the 
Styles of Compositae (18go); Prof. P. H. Rolfs, Seed Coats of Malvaceae 
(1891): Dr. S. Whitbec~, Microbes of Pus (1891). · 
L. H. PAMMEL, Professor. 
ZOOLOGY, ENTOMOLOGY, GEOLOGY. 
ECONOMIC ENTOMOLOGY. -A course of about thirty lectures upon in-
jurious and beneficial insects, insecticides and remedial measures. The 
principal groups are defined, and each student examines typical fonns, 
makes a collection of common species, and prepares a descriptive paper 
from personal study of some selected insect. Second half Freshman year .. 
Packard's "Entomology for Beginners" js used as a reference book and t<> 
supplement lectures. 
ZooLQGY {General Morphology). -An introductory study of animal 
structures from a comparative standpoint. Dissections of types, especially 
the starfish, earth-worm, clam, crayfish and frog, and microscopical exam-
inations of Amceba and Hydra. The term's work embraces also a discns· 
sion of the principal groups represented by types, and the fundamental 
principles of natural classification. The ground covered corresponds closely 
with Orton's Comparative Zoology, supplemented with lectures. Second 
half Sophomore year. 
ZooLoGv (Systematic). -Embraces a systematic study of the fonns of 
animal life, beginning with the lower forms and ascending to the more com-
plex, and including work upon their histology and embryology. Six hours 
per week are spent in the laboratory in dissections, microscopical work, 
microtomy, etc. The term's work is intenqed to give not only a general 
knowledge of the different groups of animals, their line of development, 
especially among those _groups containing animals ofimportance, as domes-
ticated species, but to furnish instruction in methods of zoological research. 
The class-work is largely in the form or lectures, but students usually 
supply themselves with Packard's "Zoology" (larger edition), and the ar-
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rangement of the term's work agrees pretty well with that text-book. Claus-
Sedgwick, Huxley, Hatschek, Brooks, and other standard authors are at 
hand for constant reference. First half Junior year. 
ENTOMOLOGY.-Two lectures and recitations and three afternoons labor-
atory wor-k per week in the fall term, -funior yea.I;-- dealing with_ advanced 
entomology, and consisting of careful studies of insect structure, life history 
and habits, and intended to give such training as to fit students for inde-
pendent investigation in this study, especially in the field of economic ento-
mology. Students have access to the best authors; to the breeding rooms 
for study of insects in the experiment station work, and to a very full collec-
tion of native insects, offered as elective to students who have had the 
necessary antecedent work. 
Advanced or special work in the Senior year consists of selected courses 
in Anatomy, Histology and embryology. 
Candidates for a second degree may continue such work as post-gradu-
.ates, with opportunity-to pursue original investigations. 
GBOLOGv.-This embraces a study of the principles (LeConte's Ele-. 
ments,) a review of the geology of Iowa, a study of typical fossils, prepar-
ation of rock sections, essays on economic geology, geological maps, etc. 
Five exercises per week of first term, Senior year. 
EcoNOMIC GEOLOGY-Embraces lectures and recitations upon geology 
of soils, clays, coals and their deposits of importance to agriculture or 
mining. Required of students in course in Mining Engineering, and elective 
for students in course in Sciences related to the Industries. 
MINERALOGY and PETROGRAPHV .-The study of Mineralogy is intro-
duced by a course in Crystallography, followed by a study of the optical 
properties of minerals, and embraces class and laboratory work, four exer-
cises each week in each term of Junior year required of mining engineers. 
Petrography occupies two exercises per week in second term Senior 
year, lectures and laboratory work on typical rocks. 
STUDENTS IN THE VETERINARY COURSE are given two exercises per 
week, second term of first year and three exercises per week in first term 
second year in Zoology, and two exercises per week in second term second 
year on animal parasites. 
Teachers in other schools who desire to spend a portion of their summer 
vacation in special work are allowed opportunities for work in the labora-
tory upon such lines as can be profitably pursued. 
EQUIPMENT.-The laboratory is supplied with twenty-nine microscopes, 
various microtomes, including a Thoma, and other appru-atus for micro-
scopical work and grQss dissections. A supply of m'\rine animals, properly 
p~erved for laboratory work. furnishes means for study of forms otherwise 
inaccessible to inland students. 
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The zoological museum occupies the upper floor of the north end of 
Morrill Hall, and this portion is devoted to a general systematic collection 
-0f animals representing all orders, and arranged as far as possible to show 
the natural affinities and grouping of the divisions of animal life. Thus 
starting with the Protozoa at the left on entering, the visitor may pass in a 
natural circuit to the groups of sponges, hydroids-and corals, starfishes and ____ _ 
sea urchins, worms, mollusks, crustaceans, insects, fishes, batrachians, rep-
tiles, birds and mammals, and gain some idea of the order of development 
of the animal kingdom, and, if he inquire so far,- some conception of the 
;-~in,_~ 'Yhi~h ~re indicated by connecting forms as developmental paths for 
each prominent group. 
The floor below the general museum contains rooms for the collection of 
easts and miscellaneous material ; for a special Iowa collection, in which 
it is intended to gather as rapidly as possible representatives of every animal 
known to occur in the State ; and the geological museum for the collections 
in geology, mineralogy and paleontology. 
On the first floor are the lecture room, seating about ~eventy-five, the 
laboratory which will accommodate twenty-five students at once, a special 
laboratory for advanced students, an office and a room for the large refer-
-ence collection of insects. The basement contains rooms for storage of 
material for study, taxidermy, and breeding rooms for insects; also fire-
proof rooms for storage of alcoholic specimens. 
With space for the convenient display and arrangement of specimens 
we desire to call attention of friends of the college to the service they may 
render by sending in such specimens as they have opportunity to secure. 
Such specimens will be gladly received and due eredit given to the donors. 
The museum rooms as well as the laboratory are open to students for 
the direct study of specimens. Visitors are always welcome, and will find 
the museum open every week-day from 8 a. m. to s p. m. 
HERBERT OsnoRN, Professor. 
BIOLOGICA.L WORK. 
By combining the different biological studies of the G~neral Course with 
-certain studies of the Veterinary School, it will be seen that a student can 
d~vote two years almost exclusively to Biological work. Those who desire 
to spend only a limited time, and who are not candidates for degrees, may, 
if properly prepared, select entirely from studies in these branches. The 
selections possible are as follows: First term: Botany, Zoology and 
Entomology. Second term: Histology, Botany, Physiology and Zoology 
or Embryology. Third term: Botany, Histology, Physiology, Bacteriology 
.and Anatomy, or Paleontology. Fourth term : Zoology, Pathology, Com• 
parative and Human Anatomy and Botany. 
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GROUPS IN BOTANY, CHEMISTRY AND ZOOLOGY. 
Any student classified in the course i11 science.f as related to the indus-
tries, or the ladies' co11rse, who desires to carry the study of Botany, Chem-
istry or Zoology f urtber than is indicatcrd in the outlines of those coUJ-sest 
can do so by selecting one of the following _groups, pm.yjd~d the necessary 
antecedent studies have been taken. The subject of the graduating thesis 
must relate to the leading science of the group selected. 
I. GROUP IN BOTANY. 
Junior Year-First Term: Botany-2, Zoology-5. Second Term= 
Botany-5, Zoology (Entomology)-5. 
Senior Year-First Term; Botany-5, Geology-5. Second Term: 
Botany-51 Thesis-2. 
II. GROUP IN CHEMJSTR V. 
J1111ior Year-First Term: Quantitative Chemistry-5, Physics-3. 
Second Term : Organic Chemistry-4, Physics-4. 
Senior Year-First Term : Chemistry-5, Geology-5. Second Term :. 
Chemistry-5, Thesis-2. 
Ill. GROUP IN ZOOLOGY. 
Junior Year--First Term, 
Second Tenn: 
-4. 
Zoology-51 Chemistry-5, Botany-2. 
Zoology-5, Chemistry-4, Physiology 
Senior Year-First Term : Zoology-5, Geology-5. Second Term : 
Zoology-51 Botany-21 Thesis-2. 
These studies are required in each group. The student will select from 
those offered in the outlined courses others in number sufficient to aggregate 
not less than sixteen nor more than twenty exercises each week. 
PHILOSOPHY. 
PSYCHOLOGY .-The study of Psychology gives an analysis of the in tel. 
lectual powers, and discovers the laws of thought, thereby enabling the 
student to think with greater accuracy and clearness on any subject; and 
since success in every ·kind of activity depends on clearness of thought, 
Psychology is one of the most "practical" studies. A text is used and 
supplemented by lectures and library work. 
ETHICs.-The last term of the Senior year is given to the study of the 
Science of Morals. Janet's Elements of Morals and Calderwood's Moral 
Philosophy are used as text-books, supplemented by library work and 
lectures. All callings and pursuits in life are based upon some element of 
moral obligation. It is the purpose of this instruction in Ethics to give a 
student a most practicable acquaintance with the duties of a faithful life 
and good citizenship. \V. l\f. BEAR.DSHEAR, Professor. 
.... 
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POLITICAL EcoNoMv.-The study of this division of Social Science be-
gins in the second term of the Junior year. It is taught by text-books, 
familiar lectures and class discussions. The student is made acquainted 
wi,th the Jaws of production; the principles of money, foreign trade, tariff, 
taxation and all the influences that quicken or retard exchange ; and the 
various theories of distribution and consumption. He thus becomes famil-
iar with the scientific data that underUe and regulate industry, an~ that in 
great measure should determine the grave questions of public policy con-
cerning which there is so wide a diversity of opinion. Text-book:- Walker. 
This study is continued during the first term of the Senior year, the subject 
being viewed from the historical standpoint and treated in accordance with 
the historical method now almost universally employed in advanced work 
in the Social Sciences. The development of economic thought is traced 
through the ancient, the medireval and the modem world. The succ~ive, 
economic schools are taken up; their doctrines are considered in connec-
tion with existing industrial conditions; their gradual modification and dis-
placement by other systems is noted ; and thus, through a study of the 
growth of economic thought, the student is led to a clearer understanding 
.and better judgment of the economic theories and practical industrial prob-
lems of the present time. The History of Political Economy, by Ingram, 
is used as a text-book; also Blanque's History of Political Economy. 
COMMERCIAL LAw.-lt is the aim in this study to present the general 
principles of law relating to ordinary business transactions. Contracts, 
agE:"ncy, partnership, sale of goods, commercial paper, and real estate are 
studied. The changes in the common law, made by the statutes of the 
·state, are set forth by means of lectures. Particular attention is given to 
the forms of notes, bills, drafts, checks, etc., and by frequent reviews and 
examinations the student is made familiar with the requisites of the more 
-common business papers. E. W. STANTON, Professor. 
LANGUAGE. 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE-ls taken up with the Freshman year. The prin-
dples of'Grammar are reviewed, together with word-buildmg and analysis. 
Correct expression is enjoined in all oral and written work. 
Rhetoric proper is tak~n up during the first term, and continued through 
the year : William's Composition and Rhetoric is the text, supplemented 
by r~f erences to library and by notes. Each member of the class prepares 
papers which apply the principles learned. These papers are subject to crit-
ical examination. 
The fall term continues the study of style, giving special· attention to 
those qualities which render discourse effective. Description, narration, 
exposition and argument are studied, rhetorically analyzed and produced. 
These productions are criticised and may be subject to class criticism or 
... ""·-
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discussion. The text-book is a guide in this work, the greater part of the 
work being by lecture and library reference. Reading and verbal discus-
sion of all principles is encouraged. 
The first term of the Sophomore year continues the work, and enters 
more into the science of the language. During the _Sophomore and first 
term of the junior year, and second term Senior year, essays and orations 
are written.,. as per course, criticised and returned. 
LATJN.-The study of Latin is optional in the Freshman year and first 
tem1 of the Sophomore year, in courses related to the Industries, and ex-
tends through the Sophomore year of the Ladies' Course. 
Latin is studied in this college chiefly as ~ means of learning the prin-
ciples of language, the etymology of English words, and the principles of 
English syntax. It is also a valuable aid in learning the nomenclature of 
the sciences pursued here. The attempt is to teach it in the way best 
adapted to promote these ends. In the view of trustees and faculty, the 
object of the college, as set forth in the law of Congress making the land 
grants that form the munificent endowments of this and similar State col-
leges, does not require that extended study of the Latin language and littr-
ature which may be desirable in colleges founded in another way anci for a 
somewhat different purpose. Such knowledge is required as shall be val-
uable in itself for the purposes named, and shall fit the pupil for further 
study should occasion require, and enable him to teach Latin in any 
ordinary school. 
MARGARET DOOLITTLE, Professor. 
FRENCH.-French may be elected in the Ladies' Course in the Junior 
year and in the first term of the Senior year. It is obligatory in the Fresh-
man year of the Civil Engineering Course. 
During the first term attention is given to pronunciation and simple 
translation. Ch~rdenal,s 1 ' First French Course'' being used as text-book 
for the purely grammatical work, and Super's " Elementary Reader" for 
practice in translation. In the second term the student is required to com-
plete the study of Chardenal 's 1 ' Second French Course,'' and to devote more 
time to the reader. In the third term the grammar is continued, and 
standard works are translated. 
GERMAN.-German is an elective study in the Freshman and the Sopho-
more years in the Ladies' Course, and in the Freshman year and the first 
term of the Sophomore year in the Course in Sciences as Related to the 
Industries. 
During the first year the student is instructed in the principles of Gram-
mar, gaining a knowledge of declension, gender and conjugation, in order 
that he may translate ordinary German prose with ease. In the third term 
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modem plays and novels are read and translated, and in the fourth tenn 
the time is given to works of Lessing, of Schiller, and of Goethe, an essay 
on each of these three writers being required. 
These short courses are not sufficient to give one a mastery of French 
and German, nor to make one familiar with their literature, but they aim 
at giving a reading knowledge of these ·important moderp languages. 
STRPHANIE MARX, Professor. 
.. 
ELOCUTION. 
This course is arranged so as to meet the special needs of each student. 
Exercises in physical a~d voice work are given '"throughout the course. 
Physical culture not only. increases the health and strength of the in· 
vidual, but develops and prepares the body to express his thoughts and 
emotions more truthfully. 
The object of the cultivation of the voice is to gain volume, flexibility, 
sympathy, and to enable the speaker to express his ideas consistently and 
with power. The system of instruction in expression is that originated by 
C. Wesley Emerson, M. D., LL. D., president and founder of the Emerson 
college of oratory, Boston. Recitals are given frequently in each class. 
FIRST VEAR. 
Articulation, analysis, animation, abandonment, imagination, personal-
ity in rendering, gesture, recitation. 
SECOND YEAR. 
Sight reading, advanced analysis and gesture, extemporaneous speak· 
ing, recitation, rendering of the great English orators. 
THIRD YEAR. 
Sight reading, extemporaneous speaking, advanced analysis and ges· 
ture, rendering of the great American orators, rendering of Shakespeare. 
FANNY THOMAS, Professor. 
HISTORY. 
The study of History begins in the Freshman year. A general sketch 
of the Roman Empire is given in lectures. The manner in which modem 
nations sprung from the break-up of that empire is explained, and then the 
History of England is carefully studied with special reference to those 
institutions and ideas which have received their final development in the 
United States. 
In the Ladies' Course History bas two exercises each week through the 
whole of the Sophomore year. The course is the same as that described 
above. 
• 
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In the first term of the Senior year there is a course in the H"istory of 
tile [Development of the United States. The subject is studied topicaJly-
-0ur geographical expansion, the growth of population, development of 
political principles, of education, churches, industries. etc., and the moye-
ments of population, wealth and Industries, are investigated, and, so· far 
as possible, their causes are determined. 
During the second term of the Senior year, one hour each day is ~ven 
to the History of Civilization. 4 ~~ progress of the race is summarily con-
sidered. The class make use of more than one text-book, guided by full 
references. Lectures are given upon the meaning and relation to human 
progress of government, religion, education, art, war and other institutions ; 
also upon the characteristic features of the civilization of different nations. 
Little attention is given to the various theories concerning the origin of 
man or his faculties; study is mainly confined within the bounds of authen-
tic history. A. C. BARROWS, Professor. 
ENGLISH LITERATURE. 
Three hours each week during the first term and five hours each week 
during the second term of the Junior year are devoted to the study of En-
glish literature. There are two courses-first, a course in American litera-
ture in the first term. Lectures are given in which the peculiar foatures of 
this literature are described, and accounted for by those facts of race and 
' environment and those questions of the times which dirt>cted. the energies 
of Americans and stimulated our writers. Students are required to write a 
series of studies of the most important authors ; and selected works are 
read and criticised as works of art, not as mere collections of philological 
material, the effort being always made to get at the secret of the writer's 
excellence and to follow the workings of his mind. 
In the second course, which extends through the second term, the most 
important British authors are studied in chronological order, beginning 
with Chaucer and ending with Browning. The principles applied and the 
methods of study in this course are the same as in the first course. 
A. C. BARROWS, Professor. 
MILITARY SCIENCE AND TACTICS. 
It is not intended to complete the education of the thorough soldier, 
but to fit young men for filling intelligently p"sitions in the State troops as 
line officers and company instructors. The constant demand for men thus 
trained emphasizes the value of a thoroughly organizt=d and well sustained 
military course. The chief advantages dc::rived are the acquirement of a 
dignified carriage of the person, a gt:ntlemanly deportment and a self-re-
specting discipline, with habits of neatn~. order and punctuality. Oppor-
tunities are afforded each cadet for extending the studies in military science 
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as desired, tile college being provided with the necessary arms, accouter-
ments and outfits for drill and instruction in the infantry, artillery, and 
signal tactics, for which ~pedal classes will be formed. Lectures on mili-
tary subjects are delivered throughout the course, and regular battalion 
drill and dre.c;s parade take place each Wednesday and Friday afternoon. 
Al~ male students of the college, except such as may be excused for good 
reason by proper authority, are required to become members of the college 
battalion, and wear th~ prescribeg uniform during military exercises. 
GEN. J. RusH LINCOLN, Professor. 
THE COURSE FOR LADIES. 
This course· is much the same as the g-eneral cQJJrse for gentlemen, e~..­
cept that more time is devoted to language and literature, and less to pure 
and applied science. A careful examination of the arrangt-ment of studies, 
will show_ that a lady may pursue a language study throughout the course 
and combine with it any two of the five named sciences. A lady student, 
for example, may take two years of Latin and two years of German, or 
two and a half years of either Latin or German and a }'ear and a half of 
· French. In addition to the other literary studies the lady student takes 
Botany one year and has the choice of any two of the following sciences, 
viz.: Mathematics, Physics, Cht·mistry, Zoology and Vegetable Physiology. 
Opportunities are given, to such as desire it, to take lessons in music and 
painting, and the very best instruction is provided in both these branches. 
Students have recitations and ·lectures upon the various topics in domestic 
economy. They are not requirt-d to perform a greater amount of labor 
than is necessary for the desired instruction. Other courses, especially the 
course in science, are also open to ladies. 
DOMESTIC ECONOMY AND HOUSEHOLD HYGIENE. 
It is the purpose of this course to interest and instruct the young women 
attending the college in the manifold and complex duties relating to the 
home. " 
The topics taken up in the lecture room are chosen with a view to secur-
ing to the student a knowledge of practical and systematic methods of 
rendering home a pl~asant and healthful abode. 
Tlie laboratory practice is conducted upon the principle that no calling 
requires for its perfect mastery more of practice combint!d with theory than 
that of the housekeeper. 
The course in the second term. Freshman year, is devoted mainly to the 
study of the Boston School Kitchen Te::xt· book, combined with laboratory 
practice. 
This text-book gives instruction in regard to the elements contained in 
our daily food and the::ir proper combinations. Also the right adaptation 
5 
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o( food to age, temp"erament, occupation and climate, as based upon scien-
tific principles of hygiene and dietetics. 
In the first term of the Sophomore year special attention is given to the 
cooking and serving of meals, the purchase and care of family supplies, 
and to general household management, including household accounts. 
Also invalid cookery, the care of the sick and special hygiene, consisting of 
a course of lectures on the laws of life and health, especially worpan's . 
health and well being. 
During the last term of the Senior year, a series of socials to members " 
of the faculty and the Senior class, and a dinner to the board of trustees, 
will be a part of the work of Senior members of the class in domestic 
economy. 
To those of the Senior class who elect to give sufficient time, a general 
review will be given of the work here outlined in preparation for the system-
atic and intelligent performance of the serious duties and responsibilities 
which it is woman's highest privilege to assume in her capacity of house-
keeper. MRS. ELIZA OWENS, Professor. 
HIGHER DEGREES. 
Such degrees are conferred upon candidates recommended by the 
Faculty. in conformity with the following rules : 
1. The degree of Master of Science (M. Sc.) is open to Bachelors ot 
Science who are graduates of the Course in Science and Agriculture, and 
of the Ladies' Course of this College. 
2. The degree of Mechanical Engineer is open to Bachelors of Mechan-
ical Engineering, and to Bachelors of Science before 1878, who are gradu-
ates of the Mechanical Engineering Course in this College. 
3. The degree of Civil Engineer (C. E.) is open to Bachelors of Civil 
Engineering, and to Bachelors of Science before 1878, who are graduates of 
the Civil Engineering Course of this College. 
4. The degree of Master of Philosophy {M. Ph.) is open to graduates 
of any of the four-year courses of study in this College. 
The Faculty will recommend for the above degrees candidates other-
wise qualified who, after taking their Bachelo?s degree, shall pursue a two 
years' course of study embracing at least two subjects selected with the 
approval of the Faculty from the list of post-graduate studies, and shall 
during that time, reside at the college for at least one year, and shall pass 
a thorough examination upon that course, showing in one of the subjects 
special attainments, and shall present a satisfactory thesis. 
Each resident graduate must apply in writing for examination at least 
six weeks before the annual meeting of the Board of Trustees, stating ex· · 
plicitty the subject in which he desires to be examined, and, at the time of . 
examination (which may be four weeks before the meeting of the Board), 
he must present to the Faculty his final thesis. 
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The opportunity of resident study after graduation is a privilege granted 
only upon recommendation of the President and the Professors in charge of 
the studies to be pursued .. and only to students whose conduct and scholar-
ship in College seem to warrant the granting of the privilege. 
Instruction and opportunities for advanced study are given in the follow-
ing branches of post-graduate students, provided that under-graduate work 
shall not qualify a student for a post-graduate degree: ,. 
r. Psychology. 2. The Philosophy of Science. 3. Social Science. 
4. English and American Literature. 5. The Science of Language. 6. 
Physiological Botany. 7. Systematic Botany. 8. Zoology and Entomol-
ogy. 9. Original Designs of Engineering Structures. 10. Veterinary 
Pathology and Materia Medica._ u. The· Principles of Heredity. 12. 
Applied Mechanics. 13. Agricultural and Organic Chemistry. 14. 
Physics. 15. Analytic Geometry and Calculus. 16. Horticulture and 
Forestry. 17. Agriculture. 18. French, German and Latin. 19. Ad-
vanced History and Ethics. 
Ll-BRARV. 
The library of the college now numbers about 9,300 carefully. selected 
volumes, not including pamphlets, and is open for students during the day 
and evening. 
Over one hundred American, English, French and German periodicals 
and magazines are taken for the use of students. On the list is found the 
most important representatives of all the branches uf knowledge covered 
by the college curriculum. Daily and weekly papers are taken for the 
students. 
Besides the regular author, title and subject catalogue, as used in the 
best libraries, there is a complete and minute classification on the shelves, 
by subjects. 
To all books, catalogues and indexes students have unrestricted access. 
During the fall term of the Freshman year students receive instruction 
on the following subjects: How to Use the Library; The Classification 
and Best Reference Books in Each Class ; The Best General Reference 
Books and Their Use ; Books and How to Read Them. 
It is intended to make the training in the best methods of reading 
and consulting libraries an important factor in the college course. 
F ANNV THOMAS, Librarian. 
MUSIC. 
Marie Lewis Chambers, . . . . . . . . . Director and Vocalist. 
George L. Backus, . . . Teacher of Piano and Organ. 
Carrie Scott, . . . . .. Teacher of Violin, Guitar and Theory .. 
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Exceptionally good advantages are here offered in the study of music. 
An accomplished corps of teachers is engaged to give instruction in its 
different branches. A number of good pianos in possession of the college, 
facilitate the work of this d~partment. 
Classes are formed each term in sight reading and advanced choral 
work. The singing of a ch~rus choir at the Sabbath and chapel services 
is an interesting feature of the college life. Recitals are given each month, 
to which the public is invited, and rehearsals each week, for criticism, to 
which music pupils 011/y have admittance. 
VOICE • . 
The "Old Italian " method is adhered to in the cultivation of the voice. 
Attention is given to pure and true intonation, clean enunciation, the forma-
tion of good style, dramatic expression and the acquisition of a good breath 
method. 
Hauptner's Vocal School, Concone, Vaccai, Marchesi, Lutgen and 
other technical works, with songs of the English, Italian, French and Ger-
man schools, church music, study of the opera and oratorio make up the 
course, which may be completed in three or four years, or longer time, 
according to the ability of the student. 
PIANO FORTE. 
A strictly classical course is followed in the study of the piano. Wolf-
hart, Krug, Cl~menti, Kuhlau, Cramer, Czerny 740, Works "of Mozart, 
Beethoven, Bach, H.tndel, Schuman, Chopin, Schubert and others of the 
highest classical and romantic schools will be used. 
ORGAN. 
Students of the pipe orgatt must be able to play the piano well. Works 
<>f Batiste Rink, Dudley Buck and others will be given. 
VIOLIN. 
The German methods will be used in violin instruction. Students .:will .. 
be given thorough training in the technical and artistic principles of violin 
playing. ,£\judicious selection of Etud~ and concE!rt pieces will be made, 
suited to the pupil's stage of advancement. Pupils wiJI have thec:benefit of 
~nsemble playing. 
GUITAR. 
Students wishing instruction in guitar playing will here have a good op-
portunity of gaining it. 
THEORY. 
A knowledge of the theory of music will be urged as the essential part 
-0f each music student's education. Classes will be formed each.,term. 
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EXPENSES. 
J/oice. 
Two one-half hour lessons a week . . . . . . . 
Choral class . . . . . • . • . . . . . . 
Sight Singing for Freshmen, free; others 
Piano. 
Two three-quarter hour lessons a week 
Two half-hour lessons a week . • . . . 
Organ. ~-same as Piano-. 
. $6.oo a month. 
1.50 a term. 
Cl 
6.oo a month. 
4.00 •' 
History and Sight Reading (classes of ten ) . . . . . . 1.00 
History and Sight Reading (private lessons ) . . . . . . 2.00 
Obligatory Nomenclature classes free to instrumental students. 
Violin. 
Two three-quarter hour lessons a week . . $6.oo a month. 
Guitar. 
Two three-quarter hour lessons a week 4.00 
Theory ( in classes of ten ) . 1 .oo 
Theory (private lessons ) . . . . . . . 2.00 
Piano Rent. One hour daily . . . . . . . 1 .50 a term. 
An incidental fee of twenty-five cents a term is charged each member 
of the choir and chora class to provide for the buying of music, etc., etc. 
All bills for music 1 essons and music are payable to special instructors, 
mtmtltly. Lessons los~ by pupils will be made up or charged for at the dis-





Brandvig, Meyer, B. Sc., 
Chamb~rlain, Joseph S., B. Sc., 
Duncan, J. J., A. M., 
Eaton, Edward M., B. Sc., 
Gossard, H. A., B. Sc., 
Heileman, Wm. H., B. Sc., 
Moss, Berkley M., B. C. E,, 
Nichols, Mary A., B. L., 
Sirrine, F. A., B. Sc., 
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Adams, Chas. B., Vet., Chapin, Franklin. 
Ashford, Geo. M., C. E., Nevada, Story. 
Beach, Alice M., Sc., Cortland, New York. 
Benjamin, R. B., E. E., Ames, Story. 
Blaine, Estella, L. Madrid, Boone. 
Boyd, Emma H., L., Paullina, O'Brien. 
Brown, G. Eugene, Sc., Mason City, Cerro Gordo. 
Brown, Geo. W., C. E., Boone, Boone. 
Christie, Inez J ., L., Marion, Linn. 
Clinton, E. E., C. E., Eldora, Hardin. 
Cooper, W. Ross, Vet., Quasqueton, Buchanan. 
Corry, Edgar C., Sc., Auburn, Sac. 
Culver, Genevieve, L., Audubon, Audubon. 
Davis, Homer, B. S., Vet., Plankinton, S. Dakota. 
Day, Chas. M., Vet., Albany, Illinois. 
Dean, Anna, L., E. Des Moines, Polk. 
Deering, Chas. C., E. E., Boone, Boone. 
Emry, C. U., C. E., Brighton, Washington. 
Foster, Geo. S., C. E., Humboldt, Humboldt. 
Freed, Kittie B., L., Ames, Story. 
Gilbert, Ellis T., Sc., Council Bluffs, Pottawattamie. 
Henry, Eugene B., C. E., Salem, Oregon. 
Hicks, William C., Sc., Brighton, Washington. 
Jones, Edwin D., C. E., Sharpsburg, Taylor. 
Kaufman, Elmer E., Ag., Massena, Cass. 
Knapp, S. Arthur, Sc., Lake Charles, Lo11isiana. 
Littell, F. A., C. E., Nashville, Jackson. 
Mally, C. W., Sc., E. Des Moines, Polk. 
l\faxwell, Jessie, L., Ames, Story. 
Meredith, Frank L., Sc., Ames, Story. 
McCarthy, Clarice, L., Nevada, Story. 
McCarthy, Wilton, Vet., Nevada, Story. 
M:cCord, E. s., Vet., Nevada, Story. 
Milburn, W. P., M. E., Ames, Story. 
Miller, Gordon P., Sc .• E. Des Moines, Polk. 
Molison, R. Crichton, Vet., Emmetsburg, Palo Alto. 
Morrison, Jennie, L., Hedrick, Keokuk. 
Muhs, Fred R., C. E., Camanche, Clinton. 
Phelps, Fred S., E. E., Colorado Springs, Colorado. 
Porter, Kate M., L., Woodbine, Harrison. 
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Replogle, Henry, Vet., Centerville, Appanoose. 
Replogle, Jerry, Vet., Centerville, Appanoose. 
Rolfs, John A., Sc., Le Claire, Scott. 
Rutledge, T. T., Ag., Sharpsburg, Taylor. 
Sloan, Rol)t. J., Sc., Blockton, ·Taylor. 
Spinney, Louis B., M. E:, Colorado Springs, Colorado. 
Stewart, Fred C., Sc., Greenfield, Adair. · 
Stokes, Arthur C.; Sc., Rock Rapids, Lyon. 
Swenson, C. Frederick, Sc., Madrid, Boone. 
Trotter, Walter F., M. E., Marshalltown, Marshall. 
Van Houten, 0. C., "' Ag., Lenox, Taylor. 
Wallace, H. C., Ag., Ames, Story. 
Waterhouse, G. S., Vet., Farley, Dubuque. 
West, Hugh H., Vet., Brookings, S. Dakota. 
Wilson, Elmina, C. E., Harper, Keokuk. 
Wilson, Flora H., L., Ames, Story. 
Zmunt, Vincent, Sc., Iowa City, Johnson. 
JUNIORS. 
Armstrong, Robt. B., Sc., Polk City, Polk. 
Austin, F. W., C. E., Spencer, Clay. 
Benjamin, Bert, M.E., Newton, Jasper. 
Born, Fred W., C. E., Ames, Story. 
Boutelle, Edwin C., M. E., Sheldon, O'Brien. 
Brown, Carleton E., E. E., Onslow, Jones. 
Brown, Kate G., L., P-elk-City, -P-0~--- - -- -
Chestek, A. Alene, L., Bassett, Chickasaw. 
Cooper, D. G., Vet., Quasqueton Buchanan. 
Corbett, Virginia, Sp., Ames, Story. 
Coull, john j., Sc., Ames, Story. 
Curl, H. C., Sp., Tacoma, Waslzi11gto11. 
Curtis, Geo. W., Sc., Monticello Jones. 
Dickinson, Edward C., E. E., Danbury, Woodbury. 
Dodds, Harty J., Sc., ~Claire, Scott. 
Duroe, Edwin M., Sc., Sioux Rapids, Buena Vista. 
Fairfield, R. H , Ag., Cherokee, Cherokee. 
Faville, E. E., Ag., Mitchell, Mitchell. 
Gasson, J. H., Vet., Stanton, Montgomery. 
Gifford, Margaret I., L .• Prairie City, Jasper. 
Grattan, john H., Sp., Waukon, Allamakee. 
Greene, Ernest F., Sc., Little Rock, Lyon. 
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Guernsey, Leroy, C. E., Confidence, Wayne. 
Hart. Chas. E., E. E., N'ewton, Jasper. 
Harriaman, Will E., Sc., Hampton, Franklin. 
Harvey, Allen M., M. E., Polk City, Polk. 
Herring, Will E., C. E., Kansas City, Missoitn. 
Hodgkins. Royal T., M.E, Ames, Story. 
Howe, F. D., Sp., Sioux City, Woodbury. 
Hursey, Geo. W., Sc., Martinsburg, Keokuk. 
Hudson, Jessie B., Sc., Hampton, Franklin. 
Jones, James F., Sc., Boone, Boone. 
Kattanbracker, Harry, M. E., Le Claire, Scott. 
Kearney, Edward J., M. E., Ames, Story. 
Kent, Fred L., Ag., Manson, Calhoun. 
Ketterer, Geo. A., Sc., Odeboldt, Sac. 
Kuehl Gustavus A., C. E., Gilbert, Scott. 
Langfitt Will G • E. E., Greenfield, Adair. 
Lincoln, Willis, Vet., Ames. Story. 
Mally, Minnie, L., E. Des Moines, Polk. 
Manville, Bert W., E. E., Crete, Nebraska. 
McCall, F. B., Vet., Algona, Kossuth. 
McCall, C. A., Vet., Algona. Kossuth. 
McKim, G. E., C. E., Beloit, Crawford. 
Meek, W. H., Sc., Polk City, Polk. 
Merrill, Ira J., M. E., Winthrop, Buchanan. 
Miles, Chas. L., Sc., Charles City, Floyd. 
Miller, J. C .. C. E., 
\ 
Muscatine. Moscow, 
Mills, Grace, L., Jefforson, Greene. 
Mitchell, Irvin, Vet., Lisbon, Linn. 
Morton, Ella B., L., Clarion, Wright. 
Munns, Chas. K., E. E. Coming, Adams. 
Nichols, H. H., Sc., State Center, Marshall. 
Patton, D. W., Vet., Glidden, Carroll. 
Parkhill, Florence G., Sc., Ames, Story. 
Platt, J. W., Vet., Colesburg, Delaware. 
Price, Lavenia, Sc., Greene, Butler. 
Price, Albert, M. E., Greene, Butler. 
Radnich, Helen, L., Davis City, Decatur. 
Rice, Roscoe G., E. E., Ames, Story. 
Rolfs. Mary c .. L., Le Claire, Scott. 
Rundall, W. G., C. E., Clarion, Wright. 
Smith, E. E., Sc., Sioux Rapids, Buena Vista. 
Smith, E. F., E. E., Monticello, Jones. 
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Starr, Evelyn E., Sc., Ames, Story. 
Strong, Sherman, E. E .• Sheldon, O'Brien. 
Stevens, H. J., Vet., Ames, Story. 
Tufts, F. S., Vet., Wilton Junction, Muscatine. 
\Ventch, M. Bell, Sc., Traer, Tama. 
White, Clark, Sp. New York, Wayne. 
Williams, Vinnie, L., Chester Ce~er, Poweshiek. 
Wilson, Flora G., L., Marcus, Cherokee. 
\Vhite, B. F., Vet., Oskaloosa, Mahaska. 
.> 
SOPHOMORES. 
Ballard, W. J., Sc., Wall Lake, Sac. 
Bassett, Jean C., L., State Center, Marshall. 
Bartlette, Harry L., E. E., Ames, Story. 
Bartlett, Byro'n J .• Sp., Chicago, Olinois. 
Bettenga, E. P., Ag., Holland, Grundy. 
Bigelow, Cassie P., L., Ames, Story. 
Bigelow, R. E., M. E., Ames, Story. 
Bowen, Harry S., M. E., Des Moines, Polk. 
Bowie, S. D., Ag., Elida, Illinois. 
Bradley, Blanche M., L., Ames, Story. 
Brownlie, I. C., Sp., Long Grove, Scott. 
Brownell, W. F., Sc., Waukon, Allamakee. 
Burdess, W. J., M. E., Oskaloosa, Mahaska. 
Bush, Fred C., E. E., Garner, Hancock. 
Campbell, Iowa, L., Newton, jasper. 
Campbell, Lee, E. E., Newton, Jasper. 
Campbell, Frank, E. E., Newton, jasper. 
Carpenter, Winifred H. L., State Center, Marshall. 
Carver, G. W., Sp., Indianola, Warren. 
Cary, W. E., Sc. Millersburg, Iowa. 
Clark, Ida M., L., Mason City, Cerro Gordo. 
Cooper, W. R., E. E., Newton, jasper. 
Craig, Louis B.., --- _E.._E.., Laurens, Pocahontas. 
Crawford, Chas. A., Sc., Chapin, Franklin. 
Curtiss, Fanny E., L., Nevada, Story. 
Curtis, Ella B., L., Independence, Buchanan. 
Dewell, E. I., Sc., Magnolia, Harrison. 
Drew, Winifred V., L., Newton, jasper. 
Eells, A. Merrill, Sp., Grinnell, Poweshiek. 
Fairchild, Gertrude, L., Ames, Story. 
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Ferguson, J. E., Sc., Magnolia, Harrison. 
Fitz, S. R., Sc., Steamboat Rock, Hardin. 
Frary, Charles, C. E., Council Bluffs, Pottawattamie. 
Fleming, Annie, Sc., Traer, Tama. 
Georgen, Anna, L., Rockville, Delaware.-
Gemmill, W. H., Sc., South English, Keokuk. 
Goddard, Clarence, C. E., Mitchell, Mitchell. 
Gregory, Charles, Sp., Lincoln, Nebraska. 
Hand, Boyd H., E. E., Sioux Rapids, Buena Vista. 
Hartman, Norman M., B. E., Nevada, Story. 
Harvey, Myrtle M., Sp., Ivy, Polk. 
Hensen, Amiel, M. E., Denison, Crawford. 
Hodson, Lawrence, C. E., Salem, Henry. 
Hollingsworth, Mahlon, Sc., Sheffield, Franklin. 
Hook, Horatio E., Sc., Stratford, Hamilton. 
Howe, Ruthella, Sp., Sioux City, Woodbury. 
Hoyt, A. W. Sc., Ida Grove, Ida. 
Hunter, Winifred, L., Ames, Story. 
Jackson, R. A., Ag., Toledo, Tama. 
Johnson, Sue, L., Alton, Sioux. 
Kastberg, K. C., C. E., E. Des Moines, Polk. 
Knickerbocker, Burton, E. E., Cedar Rapids, Linn. 
Kreger, H. R., Sc., Charter Oak, Crawford. 
Lee, C. G., Sc., Newton, Jasper. -
Lepley, Ell.et, Ag., Gifford, Hardin, 
Lincoln, Charles, E. E., Ames, Story. 
Linn, Scott W., E. E., Byron, Olinois. 
Luke, john Y., Sc., Hampton, Franklin. 
Mason, Watson, D., M. E., Toledo, Tama. 
McLaughlin, E. M. Stanton, E. E., Des Moines, Polk. 
McKinnon, Alex., E. E., Fairfax, Linn. 
Meissner, john, Ag. Leighton, Mahaska. 
Moorhead, McDill, E. E., Keokuk, Lee. 
Moore, J. A., _ C. E., Moorland, Webster. 
Moss, H. E., Sc., Des Moines, Polk. 
Mosier, Bertha M .• L., Linden, Dallas. 
Mu~hy, W. A., E. E., Ottumwa, Wapello. 
Onstine, B. J., C. E., Mason City, Cerro Gordo 
Pammel Emma, Sp., La Crosse, Wisconsin. 
Read, C. E., Ag., New Virginia, Warren. 
Reed, C. D., Ag., Coon Rapids, Carroll. 
Richmond, Albert, C. E., Ames, Story. 
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Ricketts, Edgar, M. E., Chicago. Oli11ois • . 
Roberts, Orris W., E. E., Dunlap, Harrison. 
Rogers, Mary Farrand, Sc., Min bum, Dallas. 
Roscoe, I van B,, C. E., Camanche, Clinton. 
Rutherford, J. Adam, E. E., Ames, Story. 
Rutledge, Her~ert I., - -M. E., Williamsburg, Iowa. 
Ryan, Edith B., L., Newton, jasper. 
Ryan, J.B., Sc., Newton, jasper. 
Ryan, W. L., Sc., Newton, jasper. 
Sample, J. C., C. E., Lebanon, Van Buren. 
·Sanborn, R. s.: Sc., Sioux Rapids, Buena Vista. 
Schlenker, Lena, L., E. Des Moines, Polk. 
Schlenker, Geo. T., Sc., E. Des Moines, Polk. 
Seaver, A. H., C. E., Maquoketa, Jackson. 
Sexton, Harriett, L., Ames, Story. 
Sillman, Mahala, Sp., Nevada, Story. 
Sirrine, Emma, Sc., Dysart, Tama. 
Sloan, F. W., Sc., Blockton, Taylor. 
Smith, Belle, Sp., Des Moines, Polk. 
Speaker, Alvin, E. E., Toledo, Tama. 
Speers, Vv. M., Sc., Seymour, Wayne. 
Spring, U.S., C. E., Ames, Story. 
Stuntz, A. W., E. E., State Center, Marshall. 
Taylor, B. B., C. E., Ames, Story. 
Thomas, W. ]., C. E., Boone, Boone. 
Tilden, J. Galen, E. E., Ames, Story. 
Timmerman, Melvin, Sc., Hampton, Franklin. 
Titus, L. J., M. E., Keokuk, Lee. 
Tripp, G. E., M. E., Ames, Story. 
Van Epps, Clarence, Sc., Low Moor, Clinton. 
Wallace, Louis R., M. E., Coming, Adams. 
Weaver, Carter B., Sc., Durant, Cedar. 
White, D. G., C. E., Nevada, Story. 
Whitaker, Chas., Sc., Ames, Story. 
Williams, L. Corinne, Sc., Des Moines, Polk. 
Williamson, C. Q., E. E., Star, Marion. 
Wilson, Alda., C. E., Harper, Keokuk. 
Young, J. T., M. E., Milton, N orlk DaluJfa. 
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Amos, Frank P., 
Anderson, F. E., 
Arnold, Fred T., 
Ashby, Arthur J., 
Baker, Florence A., 
Banks, A. J ., 
Barber, B. F., 
Bass, G. E., 
Beach, Lulu, 
Beardshear, Hazel L., 
Beauregard, Mae, 
Beecher, Robert S., 
Belden, Ward, 
Bergman, Fred, 
Blackbum, W. C., 
Blakemore, J. F., 
Boiler, J. H., 
Bossingham, O. N., 
Brown, Harry F., 
Brown, N. j., 
Brown, Rolla E., 
Brockhausen, C. E., 
Bryan, W. A., 
Buck, Myra, 
Burt, Charles, 
Carter, L. E., 
Cain, Perley A., 
Cammack, F. M., 
Cammack, Ralph, 
Cantwell, James Y., 
Cave, Charles R., 
Chambers, Hugh, 
Chamberlain, Rolfe A., 
Chattin, A. B., 
Christman, Katherine, E., 
Christenson, Martin, 
Covell, D. E., 
Courtney, Anna, 
Crawford, J. W., 
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Crawford, Edward, Sc., Chapin, Buchanan. 
Crawford, R. P., Ag., Anamosa, Jones. 
Crawford, R. T., Ag., Independence, Buchanan. 
Crone, Rubin B., Sc., Dysart, Tama. 
Curtiss, Effie J., L., Nevada, Story. 
Danielson, G. j., A-g .. , Harcourt, W.e.hster._ 
Dana, Thos. P., Ag., Ottumwa, Wapello. 
Davidson, J. R., C. E., Bladensburg, Wapello. 
Dawson, W. S., E. E., Omaha, Nebraska. 
Dayton, H. L., n Sp., Waukon, Allamakee. 
DeVol, P. C., E. E., Council 'BloflS, Pottawattamie. 
Devin, Luther, Ag., Des Moines, Polk. 
Doran, Sadie, Sp., Spearfish, S. Dakota.. 
Duncan, Ruth, L., Ames, Story. 
Duroe, C. R., M. E .. Sioux Rapids, Buena Vista. 
Dwelle, E. H., Sc., Northwood, Worth, 
Eck, W. J., E. E., Pleasant Plain, Jeff~rson. 
Eckles, C. H., Ag., Marshalltown, Marshall. 
Edgerton, J. J., Sp., Nassau, Keokuk. 
Ehlers, Harry J ., C. E., Plymouth, Iowa. 
Faville, A. S., Ag., Osage, Mitchen. 
Ferris, John C., Sc., Hampton, Franklin. 
Fleming, Joseph M., E. E., Traer, Tama. 
Foster, A. H., E. E., Redfield, Danas. 
Frey, M. G., C. E., Denmark, Lee. . 
Frary, Charles V., C. E. Council Bluffs, Pottawattamie •. 
Frisbee, Jerome B., Ag., Sheldon, O'Brien. 
Garman, Charles E., Vet., Nora Springs, Floyd. 
Gibson, Milton B., Ag., Ida Grove, Ida. 
Goodman, L. M., M. E., Au-;tin, Minnesota. 
Gore, James W., Vet., Bloomfield, Davis. 
Gossard, W. E., Sc., Ames, Story. 
Graham, C. W ., E. E., Toledo, Tama. 
Graham, John A., Sc., Audubon, Audubon. 
Griggs, Samuel, C. E., Rock Rapids, Lyon, 
Grout, E. L., Sc., Rock Rapids, Lvon. 
Hamilton, Louise, L., Ames, Story. 
Hammer, M. J ., C. E., D~s Moines, Polk. 
Hardin, George W., M. E., Montezuma, Poweshiek. 
Hart, Charles W., M. E., Charles City, Floyd. 
Hayward, Burt W., Sc., Davenport, Scott. 
Helmer, A. C., M. E., Mechanicsville, Cedar. 
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Honon, j. L., Sc., Muscatine, Muscatine. 
Hosford, D. M., E. E., N. Platte, Nebraska. 
Hursey. Maudi L., Martinsburg, Keokuk. 
Hurst, N. C., M. E., Waterloo, Black Hawk. 
Hutchinson, S. C. 1- Sc., Ames,- Story. 
Jenkins, J. M., Vet., Sutherland, O'Brien. -
Jenkins, Alex. T., E. E., Sutherland, O'Brien. 
Johnson, Ira B., Se-., Ontario, Story. 
Jones, Geo. W. 1 Sc., Keokuk, Lee. 
Kellogg, A. R., Sc., Ames, Story. 
Kelley, A. S., Sc., Red Oak, Montgomery. 
Kerr, Leroy, E. E., Ames, Story. 
Kruetzfeldt, ~Charles, E. E., Bryant, Clinton. 
Lamoreaux, F. A., E. E., Sac City, Sac. 
Lanning, Julia, L., Ames, Story. 
Lawrence, H. N., Ag., Magnolia, Harrison. 
Lazell, Fred J., Sc., Greenfield, Adair. 
I..eBron, Leo, M. E., Keokuk, Lee. 
Lester, H. S., E. E., Sciola, Montgomery. 
Lewis, C. C., M. E., Nira, Washington. 
Lewis, H. T., ME., Newton, jasper. 
Liegerot, C. P .. Vet., Corning, Adams. 
Long, W. E., Sc., Mason City, Cerro Gordo. 
Lonsdale, Britta, L., Dale, Guthrie. 
*Lotspeich, Searles W., C. E., Ottumwa, Wapello. 
Maniy, 
. 
Lyford, F. R., C. E., Worth. 
Lyon, Charles W., Sc., Dexter, Dallas. 
Louthan Gilbert W., Ag., Sutherland, O'Brien. 
Macy, E. C., C. E., Pleasant Plain, Jefferson. 
Marston, A. E., Sc., Grundy Center, Grundy. 
Mast, T. W., M. E., Ottumwa, Wapello. 
Matthews, W. H., Sc., Springhill, Warren. 
McCall, Edwin, E. E., Nevada, Story. 
McCarthy, Marion, Sc., Nevada, Story. 
Mccready, W. R., C. E., Wyoming, Jones. 
McConnon, Nellie, Sp., Monticello, Jones. 
M cC onnop, Frank, Sc., Monticello, Jones. 
McLaughlin, W. M., Sc., Des Moines, Polk. 
McLean, Walter, Sc., Ridgedale, Polk. 
McNeill, Mary B., L., Garden Grove, Decatur. 
• Oe<'t'ascd. 
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McNaughton, Grace, Sp., Charles City, Floyd. 
Mellinger, Arthur E., E. E., Marsh, Louisa. 
Meissner, E. D., Ag., Webster City, Hamilton. 
Merrill, W. H., Ag..., Cherokee. Cherokee.· 
Merriman, Harry, S.c., Floyd, Floyd. 
Mey~ J. IL. Ag., Roselle, Carroll. 
Middleton, Sumner A., Ag., Eagle Grove, Wright. 
Mills, Lilian B., L., Jefferson, Greene. 
Mills, S. B., C. E., Ames. Story. 
Mighell, Lewis, M. E., Holstein, Ida. 
Mighell,~ Winfred, M. E., · Holstein, Ida. -
Mitchell, George H., M. E .• Charles City, Floyd. 
Moore, Harry G., Vet., Pierceville, Van Buren. 
Moore, J. Jay, Vet., Corning, Adams. 
Moorhead, Frank, Sc., Keokuk, Lee. 
Moore, Maude, L., Ames, Story. 
Morlan, Thomas, Sc., Milledgeville, Appanoose. 
Morrison, J. S., -C. E., Hedrick, Keokuk. 
Morris, C. R., E. E., Jefferson, Greene. 
Morse, Frank L., E. E., Floyd, Floy~. 
.Munn, A. H., C. E., Ames, Story . 
Myers, Percy, Sc., Hampton, Franklin. 
Newcomb, N. B., Sp., Red Oak, Montgomery. 
Nelson, Hulda M., Sc., Ames, Story. 
Nichol, M. D., Sp., Mt. Ayr, Ringgold. 
O'Key, J. M., Sc., Ontario, Story. 
Oliver, William, Sc., Audubon, Audubon. 
Orr, MerrillJ., M. E., Osage, Mitchell. 
Owens, Mabel R., L .• Ames, Story. 
Pattengill, Ernest, M. E., Osage, Mitchell. 
Patten, Wendell W., E. E., Charles City, Floyd. 
Person, Nora M., L., Grundy Center, Grundy. 
Peters, A. A., Vet., Dallas Center, Dallas 
Placeway, Lola A., Sc., Ames, Story. 
Porterfield, Lillian, Sc., Minburn, Dallas. 
Pray, L. D., Sc., Corydon, Wayne. 
Preston, J. M., Sp., Coon Rapids, Carroll. 
Pritchard, I. M., 
. 
M. E., Belmond, Wright. 
Radoich, Stephen, Sc., Davis City, Decatur. 
Radcliffe, Thomas, Sp., Marcus, Cherokee. 
Randall, r.{. J., Sc., Manly, Worth. 
Reed, J. D., Sc., \Vebster City, Hamilton. 
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Reed, Ervin E., Sc., Monticello, Jones. 
Rembe, Fred Y., Ag., Le Mars, Plymouth. 
Rich, W. D., Sc., Ames, Story. 
Rice, Thomas L,, M. E., Canton, Mi.nnesota. 
Rice, Am brose C., Ag., Hamburg, Freemont. 
Robinson, H. W., M. E., Kimball, Nebraska. 
Rock, Herman, M. E., Lake Charles, Louisiana. 
~gers, A. R., E"_E., __ ____ ..Minburn, Dallas. 
Ontario, ----- Story. --··---Rouzer, H. K., Sc., 
Rundall, Ethel, L., Clarion, Wright. 
Sabin, George D., "M. E., State Center, Marshall. 
Salisbury, C. R., Vet., Burt, Kossuth. 
Sanders, W. M., E. E., Des Moines, Polk. 
Schleiter, Frank, E. E., Ida Grove, Ida. 
Schulte, J. I., Ag., Carroll, Carroll. 
Shanks, Harry W., Vet.,. - Millersburg, Iowa. 
Sibley, Charles H., Ag. Chicago, Illinois. 
Sibley, John R., Ag., Chicago, Dlinois. 
Slaughter, Frank L., E. E., Ames, Story. 
Slawson, Amy, Sc., Sully, Jasper. 
Soper, Harry J ., M.E., Estherville, Emmet. 
St. John, Henry, M. E., Indianola, Warren. 
Stanton, j. H., Min.E., Sigourney, Keokuk. 
Stevens, C. T., M. E., Alden, Hardiri. 
Stewart, W.R., Ag., Marshalltown, Marshall. 
Stokes, Fred W., M.E., Rock Rapids, Lyon. 
Talhelm, Arthur j ., Sc., Hampton, Franklin. 
Thompson, Cora M., L., Ames, Story. 
Titerrington, Delmer, Ag., Emerson, Mills. 
Tomlinson, Arthur, E. E., Alden, Hardin. 
Townsley, Charles E., M. E., Washington, Washington. 
Tupper, B. C., M. E., Rock Rapids, Lyon. 
Van Houten, Marge A., L., Lennox, Taylor. 
Van Vliete, Olive, Sp., Traer, Tama. 
Wake, Arthur R., Vet., Cozad, Nebraska. 
Walker, R. H., M. E., Brownville, Mitchell. 
Wallace, M. Ella, Sc.,· Pocahontas, Pocahontas. 
Warner, Bert, Sc., Kelley, Story. 
\Vaterhouse, D. A., Sc., Farley, Dubuque. 
Weaver, Robert G., E. E., Durant, Cedar. 
Wentch, Wallace W., 
, 
E. E., Traer, Tama. 
Wetherbee, Ora C., E. E., Charles City, Floyd. 
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\Vhipple, Etta J .. 
\\'ilson, John I ... 
\\'ilson, E. }{ .. 
Wilson, Ellsworth. 
Wilson, John E .. 
Wilson7 J. W ·y 
\Vilson, Charles A. 
\\'illiams, Gilbert S .. 
--- - - - - -- -
Wilkinson, W. E., 
\Vood, Benjamin l r •• 
\Voodburn, 0. P., 
\Vormley, Mary E., 
Wright, John I .. 
Wyatt, Laura. 
Wylie, Hiram l · .. 
Young, S. A., 
Young, D. E., 
Zenor, Gretta. 
Zorn. George \,\' .. 
NAME. 
Bailey, Celia E., 
Barger, l'vlary E., 
Blotcky, Zuna, 
Bonnell, J. W., 
Burkhart, H. W., 
Burnell, K. A., 
Cameron, W. M., 
Carpenter, L. H., 
Cooper, Maggie, 
Cutler, A. B., 
Dalzell, Louis, 
Donley, Chatman M., 
Eldridge, Lee E., 
Gill, Percy C., 
Gilmore, A. D., 
Helming, B. D., 
Henry. R. V., 
Hiles, Myrtie M., 
6 










Highland Centre, \Vapello. 
Sc., 
























































































Hopkins, George H., 
Hoxie, .Fred, 
I ohnson., Floren ct:, 
Kennedy, A. H., 
Kent, Gr~ce R., 
Lamoreaux, Eugen<::, 
-- --i:incoln, -Kassie, 
Morrison, Maggie, 
Pontius, Ralph W .. 
Read, Edwin, 
Sheehey, Nellie, 
Siddle, Robert A., 
Steiner, Gee. A., 
Stickney, C. D., 
Stocker, j. P., 
Wartman, Frank, 
White, Chas. A., 
Wilson, J aspt:r, 
\Vilson, \.Vright, 












































STUDENTS IN WINTER COURSE OF AGRICULTURE AND 
DAIRYING. 
NAME. POSTOFFICE. COUNTY. 
Beckwyth, J. E., Ames, Story. 
Bergman, Frederick, Chicago, Illinois. 
Bradley, George A., Montezuma, Poweshiek. 
Cummings, H. H., Fort Dodge, Webster. 
Cummings, J. P., Fort Dodge, Webster. 
Gabrielson, Axel, Elkhart, Polk. 
Gray, G. B., Marion, Lynn. 
Heisel, L. L., Grand Junction, Greene. 
Hughitt, Mark A , Fort Dodge, Webster. 
Johnson, W. B., Berwick. Polk. 
Kelley, j. P ., F~rmington. Van Buren. 
Lafot, Edward. Lakefield, .Minnesota. 
Larson, Andrc:w, Algona, Kossuth. 
Mds-;ner E. D .. Webster City, Hamilton. 
Redhead, C. W., Des Moines, Polle. 
AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS. 
NAME. POSTOFFICE. COUNT\', 
Reed, C. D., Coon Rapids, Carroll. 
Ro~sing. Martin H .. Bode, Humboldt. 
Schenken, R. C., Luzerne, Renton 
Sheldon, D. E., Alpha, F'ayette. 
Silwold, Fred, Horn, Jasper. 
Smith, W. J., Lawler, Chickasaw. 
Spickhen, William, Waterloo, Black Hawk. 
Thornimn, Adolgh1 -~])§~c;>r~~L - Hamilton. - --- - - - - ----- ------ .... - -- - - -- - --
Toedt, Benjamin, Horn, Jasper. 
Tonning, Ole, Taopi, Minnesota. 
Webb, Julius A., Berwick, Polk. 
Wilson, P. M., Ames. Story. 
Wylie, W. Henry, Boone, Boone. 
- -- -
SPECIAL STUDENTS IN DAIRYING. 
NAME. POSTOFFICE. COUNTY. 
Hoff, Nils, 
Moore, A. L .• 
Sweeton, F. J ., 
Thoreson, A., 












EACH SPEAKER HAS THE HIGHEST STANDINGS IN THE COURSE 
REPRESENTED. 
E. E. Kaufman, Course in Agriculture. 
L. B. Spinney, Course in Mechanical Engineering. 
F. C. Stewart, Course in The Sciences. 
F. A. Little, Course in Civil Engineering. 
R. B. Benjamin, Course in Electrical Engineering. 
W. R. Cooper, Course in Veterinary Medicine. 
Jessie Maxwell, Course in For Ladies. • 
The remaining three speakers are those having the highest average 
standings of all the candidates for degrees from all the courses excepting 
those that represent some particular course. 
A. S. Knapp. 
G. P. Miller. 
A. C. Stokes. 
IOWA STATE COLLEGE OF 
JUNIOR SPEAKERS, 1892. 
ARRANGED IN ORDER OF SCHOLARSHIP. 
R. W. Cooper. 
Florence Porkhill 
Edwin M. Duroe. 
Bert-Benjamin _ 
Geo. S. Waterhouse. 
Post-graduates. 
Seniors ..... . 
Juniors ... . 
Evelyn Starr~ 
Allen M. Harvey. 
E. E. Smith. 
Fred L. Kent. 
Geo. Kettever. 
SUMMARY. 
. . . . . . . IO 




.. , Freshmen . . . . 
Preparatory . . . . . . . . 
\Vinter Students . . . . . . 
Students in Special Dairying 
Total ..... 
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INDEX. 
Admlt:;sion, Requirements for 
Academics, List of, for Entrance Certlftou.tes 
AgrJculture. Courses tn 






Board ot Trustees, Meetings, etc 
Board, Table, cost per week. 
Botany..... . .. 
Buildings, Grounds and Equlpruents 
Calculus. 
Calendar for 1893. 
<Jard of Inquiry. 
Certificate of Standing. College 
Chemistry ........ . 
Oivll Engineering. Course in 
College Grounds. . ... 
Olassifloatlon of Students 
Oltnlcs.. . . .. . 
Commercial Law ... 
Courses of Study, Exhibit of 
Degrees, Higher. . . . . . . .. 
Directions to Candidates and Students 
Domestic Economy. 
Dru.wing. 
Elocution ..... . 
Electrical Engineering, Course In 
Engltsb Language. 
English Literature 
Entomology ...... . 
Expenses and Equipments, Students'. 
Ethics........ . .. .. . ..... . 
Experiment Station Staft' .. . 







Groups 1n Botany, Chemistry and Zoology 
High Schools, Lfst of, Entrance Oertlfloates .. 
.... .. .. . . . .. 16 
. . . . . . . ...... 21-24 
..... ..... 31 
. . . . . . .... 86-37 
• 
17 
. ........ M-57 





. ...... 52-54 
... 28. 43-46 
13 
. . ... . .. . 16 
. . .. . .. 37-38 
. ......... ·········· 61 
............ 21-aa 
. .............. 66-67 
........ 13-21 
. ....... 65-66 
45 
63 
........ 20. (6 
61 
64 
. . ....... . 67 
. ...........•.. 16-17 
18 
. . . . .. u-:us 
. . . • • • • 60 
. ......•...•.....• 14-U 
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Hlst.orlco.l Sketch ot Origin of Oollege. . . ...... . 
History, General. . . . .. 
BonorLlst ............. . 
Horticulture o.nd li'orestry 
Histology ... 
Labor. . . . ... . ...... . 
Laboratory and Shop P1•aotlce 
Ladles' Course of Study 
Lllnguuge ..... . 
Latin ....... .. 
Llbro.ry, Oollege .. 
Lltero.rr and Teohulcu.1 8ocletleR 
Location ... 
Manual Tralnlng ~bop. t•t<-
Mathemo.tlcs. . . 
Means of Praotlcu.1 lllustru.tlon 
Meobanl~l Engineering. Coursl'I In. 
Meetings of Bon.rd of Trustees 
Mllltary Sclenct• and Tnctfcs 
)fining Engineering. Course In 
~[oral Science.. ,/'"'"-· 
Musto. Vocal and Instrumental 
Officers of the Board of Trustees 











Requirements for Admission 
Rhetoric. . .... ... .. .. 
Speolo.J Lines of Sr,udy 
~tudcnts, Co.to.loguc of · 
Senior Speakers for Commencement. 189'! 
.Junior Speakers for Commencement. 18112 
Rummu.ry. 
Sctenl'C as Related to the Industrfei;, UoDrso fn 
Taotlos, Mtlltary. . . . . . . . . . . . 
Thera.poutlcs 
Trigonometry 
Theses, Graduu.tlng .. 
Theses, Post-Graduate 
Tdgonometry, . . .. 
Veterinary Solenco. Course In 









. 32-33, 65 
.... 61-62 
62 
67 
19 
11 
18 
47-48 
35 
26-27' 39-43 
5 
64-65 
30, 4'i 
60 
67, 69 
5 
6-'i 
39 
60 
48-52 
38-39 
61 
66-6'i 
14 
19 
60 
lD 
13 
61 
20 
69-Sa 
SB 
84 
84 
31-3:! 
64-6.5 
39 
48 
. ~21 
66 
48 
25.37~ 
